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NUCLEAR
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AIRING THE MAIL

BARG AINS
To The Editor:
The article in your September issue bny
Cassandra Lewis, Environmentalist on page 28, in
both context and eloquence, is the finest essay yet to
appear in your excellent newspaper. With con
tributions like this, your newspaper is becoming one of
the best in Maine and perhaps in New England.
Sincerely yours,
Shirley M. Hatch
Denmark, Maine

Pondering the unthinkable.

Well, here it is. For those who wondered when
the editor would start raving on the nuclear issue,
we enclosed a special insert, Neighbor to Neighbor:
Plain Talk on Nuclear in Maine. Of course it’s one
sided (what isn’t?) but then, too, it is also disposable
(or shareable) and we hope, readable. However you
vote, please don’t neglect to vote this election day.
While we’re on it...
Skip Thurlow just told me over the radio that he
wants TW O B IL L IO N smackers for his power
station if it’s voted out - quite a bargain consider
ing it only cost him a fourth of that, you and I have
paid half the installments, and he has driven it like
hell for ten years.
Ah, but then he never has been shy about asking
us for money, including about 57 million in rate
hikes within days after the last referendum vote.
The way I see it, maybe -- just maybe -- the
company owes us something. They said they needed
Wyman (plant) No. 4 (Cousin’s Island). We bought
it for them and they run it ten percent of the time.
They said they needed the Atomic power station
when we could have contracted 40 years of
Canadian Hydro for one-third the price. They said
they would ship away the nuclear crud once a year
and turn a dollar on it besides, but now ask the Feds
to let them pile it up (some thirty years worth) until
they can walk away from it. They said the chances
of an accident were one in a billion over 30 years,
but the Feds (NRC) are now guessing a little closer
to one in a hundred for each year the plant runs.
They said in the case of an accident you might only
have to worry about a mile or so around the plant.
NRC’s Rogovin Commission said, ‘think about
plans for thirty miles.’!
'I’hey said...
a lot...
They misrepresented the cost-benefits and safety
of their product.
So what?
So it has cost us and will cost us plenty and may
cost us everything.
Too bad a verbal contract is only good for one
year. Next time make them put it in writing.
Sue the pants off them if*they misrepresent or
default.
Write to your attorney from the relocation center
to which you have been assigned.
Send Skip a bill for the hassle.
Meanwhile...
What about Skip’s idea that closing the plant is
like seizing a private dome? Ooops, I mean home.
Well, he should talk to better lawyers. In Maine cathouses, brick-works and gambling joints have been
closed without reimbursement. Are you ready for

this, Justice Skolnick; Governor Brennan et al? If a
referendum can declare a public purpose and
change the Constitution as in the BIW case, then a
referendum can declare a public nuisance and the
principal that what comes out of rate and
taxpayer’s pockets is at least as sacrosanct as
corporate property rights.
To be sure —When, for example, was a madam
paid for her red light and piano?
Like as not the plant has been ninety percent
depreciated to cover other blunders and the U.S.
Treasury would eat up Skip’s projected profit of
sale in taxes anyway, sp let’s come to a fair price and
buy it from him.
Say we all chip in one light bill’s worth and buy it
from him at his tax-based full valuation, which
should cover it. Maybe convert it to coal and sell
power to Skip.
Or, if Skip, as Ehief Exec, for Maine Yankee,
wants to stick to his “$2 billion fair market value”
and gets to keep his plant, shouldn’t he be taxed
accordingly, including appreciation (Feds take
note)?
Can’t have it both ways.
See you at the polls.

_____________
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Dear Pat & Ray,
I’ve enclosed some material you may not have
seen yet - The Health and Radiation stuff I’ve done
and the ESRG is the company we paid to do research
on M.Y. The key points were:
“ Less than 2% increase - or 80c more a month on
a !40 CMP bill” This is an average annual from 1985-2000.
Al Maxwell who used to work for our OER did a
study on existing technologies and showed 1985-2000
we coule replace Maine Yankee with Conservation,
Hydro and Eogeneration PoVver. Hydro does not
include any class “ A” rivers and only Vi of “ B’’ class.
S.D. Warren cogeneration will replace one tenth of
Maine Yankee. This does not includde buying into
Seabrook, or Quebec Hydro or Sears Island. When I
get the report I’ll forward it to you. Also by 1995-2000
we would be paying 11% less than if we kept Maine
Yankee. We would save 39 million per year.
I hope you can share this with your friends and
readers.
Love,
Pat Philbrook
Pittston, Maine

Editor:
It was a very rewarding experience being part of
the paper at the Common Ground Fair those three
days. I had a minor ambition to meet some of the
subscribers that I’ve heard about and I met many
more than I’d expected. The compliments were very
gratifying Thank you, readers.
Love 100% of you,
Carroll E. Gray
Editor:
Just bought my first issue (September) and all I
can say is BRA VO!!!
Here’s to future flights!
Sara Littlefield
Editor:
What a delight it was to read Ivy Norton’s report
“Dig on the Kennebec” in the September issue of
the Folkpaper.
I do not recall reading a more assimilable
archaeological report, that apparently completely
covered the season’s activities, at the Agry’s Point
dig, in terms that avoided complex technical
language; yet produced an informative and
interesting story that the layman and general public
can understand and appreciate.
Her style and presentation is excellent. May we
hear from her more often.
White Nichols

FIRST YEAR ANNIVERSARY
The F O L K P A P E R is now one year old, and we
are as proud as a bantam hen of our much brooded
over and ungainly chick in print.
The F O L K P A P E R is something odd in the
modern newspaper game. Where $250,000 is
considered a moderate start-up investment, we
started with just enough to pay the printer for our
first issue -- 12 pages. We have a full-time staff of
only two (ourselves) which, so far, hasn’t been
salaried. Our writers, columnists, poets, artists and
guest photo-essayists, God bless them, aren’t paid
either. Ah, but someday, we’ll all make a bundle. In
the meantime, we’re learning and building a voice
“Dedicated to the Common People” -- a different
kind of paper we hope is worthwhile to our readers.
Our basic editorial policy is more or less that we
will print just about any story that doesn’t advance
one person’s cause by stepping on someone else. We
don’t pretent to be a neutral newspaper -- for a
couple of reasons.
(1) We love the planet earth, this free and
bountiful nation, the state of Maine and its people.
What harms and threatens all that makes us sore.
What enlivens and enriches and celebrates it all, we
celebrate.
(2) We tend to side with the underdog —sort of—
because it seems a neutral balanced story on an
uneven fight tends to help the guy who already has
the upper hand.
(3) Sometimes we think common decency is an
endangered species and it needs to be helped along
(without getting all “sugary”). We think
newspapers need to do that more.
We do enjoy what we’re doing and we take a real
interest in what we cover. We try awfully hard to
pass that feeling along to our readers.
Sometimes the paper has more than a few
“mistakes.” Sometimes it’s printed a few days late.
So it goes.
We’re working on it.
All the same, we believe our readers get a solid
two bits worth twice over in every issue.
Lots of folks agree, which may be why our overthe-counter and subscription sales are climbing and
more and more writers and photographers are
contacting us to volunteer their work. Our basic
premise: People do care. Sometimes, they are

uncertain how to invest that care.
We are real proud of our coverage on Solidarity
(the Polish Trade Movement). The F O L K P A P E R
was the only Maine paper to carry their plea for
paper when the Polish government cut off their
supply.
We may have been the only Maine paper to carry
the story of the nuclear industry’s attempt to dun
the federal government for a 50 billion dollar
handout.
We had an exclusive interview with Dick Curless
- Maine’s own country music star. Dick said it was
the first interview where he was allowed to speak his
mind. We’re proud of letting people do that when
we do an interview.
We are proud of our volunteer columns by John
Supranovich, Northeast Combat; The Friends of
the Earth, and the Sportsmen’s Alliance of Maine
as well as our columns by Carroll E. Gray, Another
Time and Place; Field Notes by outdoor writer Ray
Woodman; School Days by education specialist
Robin Mello; Cassandra at Random, irritation for
those who may need it, by Cassie Lewis; Country
Notes by Ruth Dennett, editor of M Y C O U N T R Y
and president of the Down East Country Music
Assn. We were proud of Agnes Q. Tierney’s
Dynamic Maturity column for the several months
she was able to do it for us.
And we welcome in this issue a great series of
food articles, Country Cuisine, by Beatrice Comas.
After an extended breatk, History, Herstory of
great women, by Romona Barth is expected back in
the November issue.

Thank you, Henry Gosselin, Editor of the
Church World for all the kind advice and gentle

encouragement.
Thanks to Fran, Peter, Carl, Mike and Gail and
Howard Virgin for the backup.
Thanks Ivan Flye Pictorial Studio for going the
extra mile in photo processing. Thanks to all the
writers, poets, photographers, who have
contributed the work that makes the
“F O L K ”paper. Thanks to Howard Kunitz for
barometric readings.
Thanks to all our retailers and distributors and
carriers.
And thanks to all of our advertisers.
AND thanks to all of our subscribers, regulars,
and friendly types too numerous to mention.
Stand by all, stay with us, and watch us grow in
the year to come.

GOSH .

Thanks to all those folks. Thanks, Mindy
Craddock and Elizabeth Fontaine for lots of hard
work behind the scenes. Thank you, Cathy and the
folks at the Lincoln County News for hanging in
with our regular typesetting. Thank you to Connie
Leavitt at Camden Type and Graphic, and Debbie
and Diane at Type & Design for all the hassles of
late night crash emergency typesetting. Thank you
to Roland Whittier, Roger, Jackie and all the crew
at the Kennebec Journal for the extra work,
patience, and understanding in getting us printed.

W E W ANT YO U TO KNOW :

OUR
A
D
V
ER
TISER
S
A Case For Responsible, Human, Free Enterprise
W e h a v e n ’t had an y d iffic u lty sellin g a d v e rtisin g , b u t a d v e rtisin g sales is b e st
d o n e in p e rso n an d w ith o u r sm all full tim e s ta ff (P at an d I) w e h av e to p lan
o u r tim e on the ro a d .
W ith a lim ite d n u m b e r o f a d v e rtise rs w e can c o n ta c t, w e hav e c h o se n fro m
am o n g th o se w e k n o w are g o o d — th o se w h o h av e so m eth in g sp ecial to o ffe r
— a real v a lu e ,a n e x tra o r u n iq u e item o r p e rso n al serv ice.
W e b e lie v e o u r re a d e rs h ip w ill no t g o w ro n g if th ey tak e th e ir b u sin e ss to the
a d v e rtise rs on th e se p a g e s. W e h o p e th ey w ill re sp o n d to th ese a d v e rtise rs to
e n c o u ra g e th e m to c o n tin u e an d a d d to th e ir su p p o rt. T ell th em y o u saw it in
the F o l k p a p e r .
W e ’re k in d o f p ro u d o f o u r a d v e rtise rs. W e ’d like to th in k o f ads in th e F o l k p a p e r
as a k in d o f a M a in e fo lk ’s (G o o d H o u se k e e p in g ) Seal o f A p p ro v a l.
If y o u h av e a b u sin e ss you are p ro u d o f an d w o u ld like to see it a m o n g th ese
a d s, call us to talk a b o u t it — 2 0 7 -8 8 2 -7 8 0 1 .

The Folkpaper logo is the Maine fox, a civil war
period nickname for the wiley critters who inhabit
this state.

-R ay and Pat

WANTED
STORES, TAVERNS, GAS STA
TIONS, FEED STORES, HAIR
DRESSERS, BEAUTY SHOPS,
BARBER PARLORS, GEN
ERAL
STORES,
SNACK
SHOPS,
ANY
BUSINESS
WHERE PEOPLE SPEND A
LITTLE TIME — TO DISPLAY
AND
SELL
THE
FOLKPAPER. IT’S GOOD
TWO WAYS. YOU GET A
BREAK ON ADVERTISING
RATES AND YOU MAKE
MORE WITH EVERY COPY
OF THE FOLKPAPER YOU
SELL. WE PAY MORE. CALL
OR WRITE RAY & PAT AND
ASK ABOUT IT.
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POOR K ID S D IE
Among Maine families receiving Aid to Depen
dent Children or food stamps, kids die at a rate
seven times higher than the rest of the population.
That’s what a recent report from the Department of
Human Services says.
The results of the study by the Bureau of Health
caught Human Services Commissioner Michael
Petit by surprise. According to a recent statement
by Petit, death rates of two to three times those of
children from families which were better off might
be expected, but no seven.
In a rough breakdown, the death rate of children
among families termed “low income” by the
Department was 16 times higher from disease and
the risk of death by fire was upped by 12, motor
vehicle accidents 4, homicide 16, drowning 10, and
suicide 1, or no difference. That is, kids from this
group apparently want to live as much as kids from
wealthier families, but die in much higher numbers.
Over a five year period during which 1,032 Maine
children died, 602 were of the families receiving Aid
to Dependent Children, or food stamps. For this
group, that amounts to 60 percent of deaths among
17 percent of the state’s children.
State Health officials stated that the actual
figures are likely far worse in terms of the death rate
of children from all low-income families because
not all low income families receive food stamps or
ADC. The admittedly limited and yet tragic enough
findings have broad implications for social service
system planning and are expected to effect some
change in negative attitudes toward welfare
expenditures and the plight of low income families.

M A IN E EDUCA TO R S D IALO G U E
O N ARM SRAC E
On October 25 across the country, educators,
students, and parents will join in a Day of Dia
logue entitled “Creating Our Future” to discuss the
nuclear arms issue and its appropriate treatment in
the schools.
The Maine Chapter of Educators for Social
Responsibility enthusiastically endorses the Day of
Dialogue. Viewing it as one of many steps in a
continuing process of peace education throughout
the state, Maine ESR will serve as a facillitator by
offering curriculum materials, Films, and speakers
to anyone interested in recognizing the day in their
classrooms or communities, or in further peace
education.
A selected group of teachers will pilot a
curriculum written by the national Educators for
Social Responsibility also entitled “Creating Our
Future”. Corinne Greene, a teacher in Falmouth
and state coordinator for Maine ESR, describes
this as the “most positive and comprehensive”
curriculum for peace education which she has seen.
March 21, the first day of spring, is planned as
another statewide effort to encourage dialogue in
schools and communities around issues of war and
peace. Contacts are Mary Tracy (799-5460) or Betty
Wurtz (926-4343) for resources, onCorinne Greene,
state coordinator (865-3922).
Recent research indicates that children, even
young children, are concerned about the threat of
nuclear war. This reseearch suggests that the fear of

nuclear war may be profoundy affecting children’s
development. Dr. John Mack, one of the authors of
the American Psychiatric Association’s Task Force
report, “The Impact on Children and Adolescents
of Nuclear Developments,” he states,
“We may find we are raising generations of
young people without a basis for making long-term
commitments, who are given over, of necessity, to
doctrines of impulsiveness and immediacy in their
personal relationships or choice of behaviors and
activity. ”
He concludes that “At the very least, we need to
educate our children to the realities of
nuclear...weaponry so that they can be helped to
overcome at least that aspect of fear which derives
from ignorance and which leaves them feeling so
powerless.” (See footnote below)
The day is being sponsored nationally by Educa
tors for Social Responsibility, a non-profit
organization of parents and educators with 44
chapters nationwide and main ofices in Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
The next meeting of Maine ESR will be
Wednesday, October 13, 7:00 p.m. at the Moot
Courtrom, USM Law School, Portland. All
educators and parents are welcome.
John Mack, “Psychological Effects of the Nuclear
Arms Race", BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC
SCIENTISTS, April, 1981, p. 20.

N E W IT E M
I N H O T L IN E S
Say you’re in the Virginia area and you’re in the
need of a comforting but definitey “non-religious”
message. Dial local 428-0979 for recorded words of
assurance which begin “Welcome to the wonderful
word of atheism.”
Reflecting the “positive” side of atheism, the new
phone service is called Dial-An-Atheist.

M E N A R IO

DO ENVIRO LAWS
HURT BUSINESS?

We have everything you need for your
holiday gifts

International lection o f yam s,
patterns and needles for your
inspiration.
Mail orders gladly accepted
Knitting & W eaving classes offer^cl/call
for details

PENELOPES
WEB

134 Front Street, Bath', Maine

Mon.-Sat. 10-5

(207) 443,2213

Solar contractors for. ..
• NEW CONSTRUCTION, Commercial And
Residential
• RETROFITTING Existing Homes And
Businesses
• PASSIVE Solar Home Design
• GREENHOUSE Design and Construction

Southlite
R E S O U R C E S & B U IL D E R S
20 PARK ST R EE T • LEW ISTON, MAINE 04240
(207) 786-3979

T ip Old

RICHARD MACDONALD
STAINED GLASS

An opinion survey of business executives,
political figures and trade associations by John
Menario, a founder of the Maine Development
Foundation (MDF) and current head of the Save
Maine Yankee Committee, has triggered formation
of an M.D.F. “task force” to “evaluate the impact”
of Maine’s environmental protection laws on
business and development.
According to Menario’s study many of those
surveyed (business executives, political “leaders”,
and trade associations) felt that laws to protect
clean air, water, and soil were hurting business.
The M.D.F. task force on environmental
protection laws grew out of a recently self-defined
task for the organization to improve the “business
climate” of Maine.
Project director is Roger Mallar of Mallar
Development Services.
The task force is comprised of an even mix of
representatives of “environmental” organizations
such as Natural Resources Council and business or
industrial organizations. With the aid of eight staff
persons from State agencies the group will compare
Maine’s Environment and business regulations to
those of other states -- some more lax and more
stringent than Maine’s.
Henry Warren, Maine’s Commissioner of
Environmental Protection, addresses the task force
shortly after its formation citing his department’s
recent efforts to cut red tape, listen more, and speed
the processing of applications.
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Maine Coast
Nautical Charts

Elm St.,
Damariscotta
Contem porary Stained G la ss
A ccen t & Environm ental Lighting
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Now at Great Scot! at the Abacus Gallerv
McKown St., Boothbay Harbor 633-4209633-4815
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R O S S H A R P S IC H O R D S
Specializing in Portable Harpsichords

O ffice a n d show ro o m
53 Front St. 2nd Floor
B ath
443-2860

SEA SHORTS

“Let luce Boycott”

IMPACTS OF
COASTAL ENERGY
PRODUCTS ON U.S. &
CANADA
International legal and environmental issues
surrounding the Bay of Fundy tidal power project
and the proposed Pittston oil refinery in Eastport
are the subjects of a study by the Marine Law
Institute of the University of Maine Law School,
the University of New Hampshire Complex
Systems Research Center, and Dalhousie
University. Scientists and lawyers plan to focus on
ways the U.S. and Canada can improve
consideration of the transboundary effects of their
coastal energy projects. Recommendations from
the study, funded by foundations in the U.S. and
Canada, will be presented at a workshop for policy
makers and scientists from both countries in late
-1983.

EFFECTS OF TIDAL POWER
PROJECT ON MAINE COAST
Funded by a $44,000 grant from the Maine State
Planning Office, Peter Larsen and Jerry Topinka,
senior research scientists at the Bigelow Laboratory
for Ocean Studies, Boothbay Harbor, are assessing
“the likelihood of specific environmental conse
quences of the Bay of Fundy tidal power project on
the coast of Maine.” They are examining how a
greater tidal range and stronger currents generated
by the estuarine dams could affect coastal erosion,
salt marsh zonation, plankton productivity, red
tide blooms, and more. Their report will be
available at the end of 1982.

U.S/CANADIAN
BOUNDARY DISPUTE
The maritime boundary dispute between Canada
and the United States remains in the news as both
countries continue fishing under their own
regulations in the disputed zone on Georges Bank.
Currently before the World Court in The Hague,
initial briefs are due on September 26 with
responding briefs to be delivered six months later.
Within two years after that, oral arguments will be
presented to the Board of Judges.

OIL EXPLORATION
SLOWS ON GEORGES BANK
Six wells have been dug and abandoned so far on
Georges Bank, with Shell and Mobil still probing
for hydrocarbons. Most of the drilling has been in
250-300 feet of water to depths of 15,000-20,000
feet. Unless significant finds are made in the last
two wells, the oil companies will probably remove
all their rigs from Georges Bank until new tracts of
sea floor are opened to them.

LEASE SALE #52
The next sale of Georges Bank tracts by the
Department of the Interior will probably be post
poned until December, 1982 because of the
objections raised by Maine and other coastal New
England states. The sale would open up virtually all
of the prime fishing areas of Georges Bank and
beyond, including the canyons, the principal areas
for offshore lobstering, and the lower continental
slope in water greater than 2000 meters. The states
contend the ecology of the slopes is little
understood and that drilling technology to work
these depths is not yet commercially available.

LAW OF THE SEA TREATY
The Law of the Sea Treaty was approved in the
United Nations recently with the U.S. voting
against it because the provisions regulating deepsea mining were seen as overly restrictive. Also
questioned was the treaty’s provision regarding
fishing rights within 200-mile economic zones
around coastal countries. The New Eng^nd
Fisheries Management Council will examine the
implication of the treaty in relation to its own
authority over fishing off the New England coast at
its September 16-17 meeting at the Samoset.Resort
in Rockport.

“This is the kind to buy.” Maxine Lowy hefts a “good” head of iceberg lettuce at Pendleton’s
Village Market in Wiscasset. Maxine is a Field

Representative for the United Farm Workers,

organizing a boycott of R e d C o a c h Lettuce. “The boycotted lettuce is easy to spot,” says Maxine. “It
appears in a plastic wrap marked, R e d C o a c h .

Buy any lettuce but don’t buy Red Coach
lettuce, that’s the advice of Maxine Lowy, fieldrep. for the United Farm Workers (UFW). Why?
Red Coach lettuce, easy to spot in' its Red Coach
marked plastic wrapper, is the product of unionbusting Bruce Church, Inc. The company,
recently found guilty of illegal bargaining tactics
by a judge for the California Farm Labor Board,
%
is one of the nation’s largest lettuce growers and
a kingpin in a three and a half year effort to
undermine the UFW.
At issue is Bruch Church’s refusal to renew
its UFW Union contract or bargain in good faith
on any of the following items.
- Coverage under UFW’s RFK Medical Plan
- Protection against the use of pesticides
- Grievance and complaints procedure
- Standard hiring procedure to end
favoritism, discrim ination and sexual
harassment.
The boycott, says Maxine Lowy, is a last
recourse. Only after other means such as
negotiation, appeal or local union actions prove
not effective enough do we take our case to the
consumer, said Lowy.
One thing people should understand about
our boycotts, she adds, is that each of them have
worked. In previous years the UFW has asked
consumers to avoid buying non-union lettuce,
table grapes and Gallo wines.
“ The present boycott of Red Coach lettuce
is working,’’ asserts Lowy, “ in every place we
have asked people to help.’’ New City is, for
example, devoid of Red Coach lettuce, she adds,
“ It’s just not on the shelves.’’

DO YOU LIKE
YOUR ELECTRIC
Accordng to 1982 price figures heating with
electricity is the equivalent of burning oil at more
than 100 dollars per barrel.
Natural gas. one of the few energy sources ad
mitted to be safer than nuclear by the A.M.A. and
the infamous Canadian. Inhaber Report, is also
much cheaper, f ederal sources say gas is approxi
mately 8 times cheaper per BTL than electricity.
Bottled gas while more expansive than natural gas
is still several times cheaper per BTU than electric
ity.

The Maine

Folkpaper

According to Lowy, the response in Maine
has been highly favorable. “ There is usually
plenty of other lettuce to choose from and people
don’t mind avoiding the Red Coach label.”
Some merchants and distributors have
refused to carry Red Coach. However, Hannaford Brothers, M aine’s largest food
distributor has made a point of keeping Red
Coach on the shelves of its Cottle’s, Martins, and
Shop N’Save stores. Hannaford spokesmen have
declared in recent news broadcasts that they have
yet to feel the effects of the boycott. Hannaford
executives, according to Lowy, justify carrying
Red Coach for two basic reasons.
1. “ Illegal tactics” on the part of Bruce
Church is only the opinion of one man.
2. Consumers deserve a choice.
Lowy counters, “ that one man happens to
be a judge rendering a legal verdict.” As to a
“ consumer’s choice,” Lowy hopes to help make
that choice, “ an informed choice.”
Maxine Lowy and her volunteer co-workers
are asking Maine consumers to mention their
individual support of the United Farm Workers
boycot of Red Coach lettuce to store managers
so that the message can be passed on to
distributors and ultimately to Bruce Church, Inc.
The immediate goal, says Lowy, is to get the
company to bargain in good faith. Persons
interested in finding out more about the UFW
and the boycott or persons wishing to volunteer
help may contact Maxine Lowy, UFW at 7750105, or through the Maine AFL-CIO, 989-3630
for referral.

GRAND OPENING
AGAPE HOUSE
NATURAL FOODS
LOW, LOW PRICES
121 Water Street, Hallowell
(Where Second Nature used to be)

OCTOBER 11 - 9 AM
5

Nam Vets in the 80s

Dragon7
The Vet Center

95 Harlow Street, Bangor

Roger Therriault, Vet’s Center counselor, “It’s im
portant for the guys to get together.”

I wouldn’t want Roger Therriault’s job, which is
defined more by its limits than its opportunities. He
and fellow counselor Bob Gillis work for the
Veterans Administration. They’re at the end of a
bureaucratic extension cord that reaches out about
as far as the V.A. is willing to go for our Vietnam
veterans: The Vet Center. This one’s in Bangor.
There’s one in Portland. That’s it.
It is estimated there are 40,000 Vietnam era
veterans in Maine. Bob and Roger get to square
things in the eight counties they cover.

The are working hard at it - lining things up for
vets and their families —benefits, claims, upgrading
discharges, getting records, working with the courts
and to open a door to communication that in all too
many cases has been closed somewhere between
August 1964 and May 1975 —the Vietnam Era.
And left that way.
Husbands, brothers, sons, fathers, in large
numbers remain gagged by their Vietnam
experience —unable to ease the pressure and tedium
of their sometimes high-contrast, sharp focus
memories —yesterdays that became todays.
At this point some WWII and Korean veterans
begin to turn off and growl.
They, too, “went to war”, but...
World War II and the Korean “police action”
were more akin to the First World War than the
Vietnam experience —an experience so devastating
for some that it catches up to them and effectively
disables them years later.
The phenomenon is bad, it’s wide-spread and for
its scope, unique to the Vietnem Experience.
A name had to be invented for it.
Post-traumatic stress syndrome.
The men may seem to be doing all right —and
then they just lose it. Nam comes back to ruin their
lives and perhaps the lives of the people around
them.
One Maine vet said he had not slept a full night
through since the war. Others suffer bursts of
random violence, some simply give up on their
lives. Some do not simply feel “alienated” but have
a self-image as aliens or ghosts.
Roger Therriault really works at communicating
— listening and responding in a way that invites
communication in individual sessions and rap
groups. He goes the extra mile and plugs his own
time into his work and he takes it home with him.
Beyond the limitations of budget, and time,
Roger has another severe limitation in his work
with the Nam vets —he is a Korean War vet.
According to area veterans, some 400 of whom
have passed through the Center’s doors in its eight

L e g e n d h as it th e re w ere d ra g o n 's tee th ,
w h ich o n c e p la n te d , sp ra n g f o r th f r o m th e
s o il f u lly -a r m e d w arriors.

months of operation, the best thing the Center does,
is to bring Vietnam veterans together to talk it out.
They are relieved to find others to whom they can
relate, reassured to find out they are not the only
ones who see things the way they do.
Some of the problem, Roger asserts, has to do
with the horror of return. Almost without
exception Vietnam veterans returning to the States
have been verbally abused for their part in the war.
The shock of return is exercrated by the manner in
which they returned — not together, slowly, by
troopship, but individually and almost overnight from the bloody Highlands of Vietnam to
Hometown.
Roger Therriault hypothesized a high rate of
unemployment among Vietnam veterans and took
it on himself to conduct an informal poll. He sent
out 500 questionnaires to area vets. 88 were
returned. Of those, 78 were unemployed. Roger
interpreted this as about a 14% unemployment rate
or twice the area’s 6.9% rate at the time. Roger then
sent 300 letters to Bangor area business people
explaining the problem, asking for help. In two
months, he had gotten only three responses. No job
opportunities have materialized through the
appeal.
Some eminent psychologists say the worst is yet
to come for Vietnam vets, with a peak in real
personal problems predicted for sometime after
1985. Programs such as the Vet Center, which were
late coming in 1979 are scheduled to be terminated
in 1984.
An ugly frustrating war has been locked in the.
psyches of many of our vets, rushed home and
preserved for reconstitution.
Unless vets in trouble are reached and the
community learns to understand some and care a
lot, what we as a nation have sown so freely will be
reaped many fold.
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~Nam Vets in the 80s
One Man’s Story
Mr. and Mrs. Arbakow emigrated from
Mongolia to East Germany to the United States in
pursuit of freedom and opportunity. Their sons
came of age in the sixties, in time for the war in
Vietnam.

We started with some background work at the
Bangor Vets Center and then stopped down to
Stetson to see Litz. A lot of it we wouldn’t know
how to write about now, but someday we will.
Litz doesn’t complain. When circumstances
knock him down he is apt to nod his head as if
mentally adding it up and say, “Okay - so be it.”
When his license was suspended or his
transportation konked out, Litz would often
button his field jacket and walk from Stetson to
Bangor - to work, to school, or to the Vet Center maybe six hours. The thing about the Vet Center,
he says, was to get together with other vets.
Litz is patriotic - he doesn’t like to hear his
country knocked. “Ill always be a Marine,” he says.
“I went to Vietnam to serve my country, to fight
Communism, to prove myself as a warrior.” Litz
served three tours in Vietnam, one in the Army and
two in the Corps.” It was in the Central Highlands
that I flipped my guts,” he says. “About four days
later I was standing in the streets of Philadelphia,
pow! Within twenty-four hours I tried to kill my
brothers and my parents.”
“In the hospital lock-up they feed you on drugs,
man. I’d still be there, fourteen years later, if I didn’t
fight it.”
“Even up here. I went to see the doctor and right
off he says ‘How about some Quaaludes,’and writes
me a ‘scrip.’ How about that? I carried it around in
my pocket for a while. Then I threw it away. I’m
kind of proud of myself for doing it, you know?”

Kill,
K ill ;
G od
K id,
Yea,

kill, kill,
kill, kill
bless the M arine Corps.
kill, kiU.
th o yI walk through the valley o f
the shadow
I w ill fear no e v ilf o r i am the meanest bastard
in the valley
Kill, kill, kiU.
S u n g o u t b e fo r e s le e p in g
a n d o n risin g —
B a s ic tra in in g , C a m p L e je u n e
V ie tn a m E r a

“It’s kind of strange at school with a lot of
eighteen or nineteen year olds. I’d like to sit and talk
with them, but what am I going to say?”
“A lot of vets coming bacjf, it’s the same. A
twenty year old vet is not like other twenty year
olds. He doesn’t fit. And that’s without all the other
stuff, the blood, the shit, and guys crying for their
mother.”
“The worst of it for me —I’d be scared. I’d get
ready to die, you know. I’d be all prepared to die -and I didn’t die. It happened time and time again.”
There will be more of Lidscha and other vets in
the next issue of the Folkpaper. We invite
comments and contributions from veterans on this
series.

Lidscha Arbakow, therefore, is not your typical
Vietnam Vet, but he is typical enough of those
shaken by that war. Fourteen years after his
“undesireable” discharge from the Marine Corps,
his life is coming together, improving, but slowly.
Drugs are no longer part of his life, he is able to find
a base, a point of reference in the love of people
around him, and he is enrolled as a 36-year old
freshman at Husson College.
The story of this man leads off a series on
Vietnam Vets in the 80’s because except for his
bringing it to the Folkpaper, the series might never
have been done. Vets we know had convinced us,
mostly by changing the subject, that they didn’t
want to talk about it. it was a storv not to be told.
Eight beers into a family cookout Lidscha (We
call him Litz) said, “You know there are more than
thirty thousand Vietnam Vets in Maine? You want
to do something, do a story about them. A lot of
them have hidden themselves away. Their lives are
all screwed up and their kids are growing up with it
from the word ‘one’.”

November 12, 13, 14 — There will be a three-day
series of events centering on the Vietnam War
experience and the writing that has come out of that
experience. Nov. 12: 7:30-Poetry Reading. Nov. 13:
l:30-workshop on small press/publishing; 7:30talk and discussion. Nov. 14: 3:00-open reading.
Gulf of Maine Bookstore, 66 Maine St., Brunswick.
For more information call 729-5083.

Retail O utlet
C ed ar Barrels and T ubs of all Sizes
U.S. Route One, Warren Maine

W ARREN BARREL C O M P A N Y
V IE T N A M E R A V E T C E N T E R
M IL SV C F R : A U G 64-MAY 75
This Center provides the following services:
1. Readjustment counseling.
2. Drug/alcohol counseling/referral.
3. Family counseling/referral.
4. Benefits counseling/referral.
5. Discharge up-grade/referrals only.
6. Service-connected disability claims/referrals
only.
7. Rap Groups: Tues.: Men, Wed.: Women,
Thurs.: Men.
8. Other referrals when and where appropriate.
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This service is free and given without hassle.
Please tear off bottom portion and send it to the
address listed below:
N am e_________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________
Phone Number__________________________
Type of service or information desired __________
Clip and m ail to:
Bangor Vet Center
96 Harlow Street
Bangor, M E 04401
Tel: 947-3391/2
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FIVE FROM WISCASSET.
T he to w n is m o re th an h isto ry ; m o re th an M a in e's “A to m ic Village" a n d th e f o lk s w h o liv e h ere h a ve
o th e r in te re sts a n d o th e r concern s. L e s t it b e f o r g o tte n in th e lig h t o f s te a m y p o litic s , th e fo llo w in g
f iv e p r o file s are in te n d e d to p o in t o u t th a t s o m e v e ry “e x tra o rd in a ry " o rd in a ry p e o p le are th e to w n 's
m o s t va lu a b le resou rces.

Head Start has its rewards.

1. P A U LIN E (POLLY) D A L T O N
Meet Polly Dalton, mother of six, University of
Maine Senior and Center Director for the
Wiscasset area’s Head Start program. With only
four courses left to complete for a degree in Early
Childhood studies, Polly reflects that it never
occurred to her when she was a high school student
that college might be for her. “All I had in mind as a
possibility was to get married,” she says.
Get married she did. Thirteen years ago she
found herself divorced with a young family to

suport and took a job as an aide in the local Head
Start program. Eight years ago she became its
director, and a world of new interests opened up.
Polly is serving her second 3-year term on the
town budget committee and helped start the Jessie
Albert Memorial Dental Clinic, serving on its
Board of Directors for eight years. Polly was also
chosen for Governor Longley’s Task Force on
Crime and Justice. That group worked to provide
children accused of crime some of the same rights

Dolls

2. H E LE N E R SK IN E
Everybody loves dolls. Although we usualy
associate dolls with children and the years of
childhood, it is interesting to learn that many adults
possess a lifetime interest in dolls.
An important aspect of this interest in dolls finds
expression in the creation of dolls. And among
those who make beautiful dolls in Maine is Helen
Erskine.
Helen Erskine is a woman of many tlents. She
makes quiltz, crewel embroideries, as well as dolls
of all kinds and sizes. In her collection of dolls are,
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Helen Erskine
by Paula A. Helie

Wiscasset, Maine

of course, some that she did not make. They include
some very old ones over a hundred years old. With
great skill, Helen creates for her dolls the clothes
they wear, even the little leather shoes on their feet.
She makes ruffled petticoats, and even little
pantaloons, daintily edged with lace. In her
collection are Mid-Victorian ladies with parasols.
Close by stands Marie Antoinette, regally poised
with her powdered wig. Next to her is Scarlett
O’Hara, that beautiful Southern belle. And by her
side, is Rhett Butler, looking like a movie-actor
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accorded adults.
Last year she ran for third selectman but now
kind of wishes she had run for school board.
She feels her involvement has been good for her
own kids and she’s very proud of the way they
“pitched in” to make it easier -- possible, really —for
her to go to college.
And the kids -- hers and everyone else’s concern —
their personal chances and the world they will live
in -- is why Polly’s life is “aliver” than most.

Dolls

indeed. Christmas angels hang from the mantel
piece, and frisky little gnomes of all sizes —even that
intriguing apple doll that some people like, and
some don’t. But we canot leave out a little girl’s best
friend, Raggedy-Anne. “Actually, that is how it all
started,” says Helen. She was pointing to a row of
beautiful rag dolls.
Helen Erskine has had a very interesting life with
her work aside from doll making. She was Town
clerk in Wiscasset for twenty years. She was a
dedicated town officer, and is respected for her
work.
About twenty-five years ago, she was asked to

teach a class at her church. She didn’t want to say
“no” to her minister. She thought arts and crafts
would be good. A friend gave her a book on dolls,
and she started. That was the beginning of a hobby
that, since that time, has given her much
satisfaction. “You start with a figure made of cloth,
and stuff it with cotton,” says Helen. She never,
never uses a sewing machine. She prefers to sew and
embroider everything by hand.
Most people use yarn for the doll’s hair, but

Helen prefers darning cotton. Lips, eyes, eyebrows
and noses are embroidered. The favorite size dolls
are eight inches in height. They run from a tiny one
of two inches tall to as much as three feet. Helen
prefers the smaller dolls, less than a foot tall. The
results of the facial expressions are exquisite. Her
“old-fashioned” dolls have the hair-do of the time,
parted in the middle. But there are others with
bangs and all different styles of coiffures. The “oldfashioned look” is also authentic in the small prints
on the fabric used. Velvet enhances Mid-Victorian
beauties with little lace-edged petticoats and

pantaloons. Sewing small leather shoes is a difficult
task because of their tiny size. They are made from
old gloves. Mrs. Erskine loves to dress her dolls in
the 1870 period and bonnets are part of that time.
They are crocheted and then dipped in milk. They
are also decorated with flowers and feathers.
Helen has nimble fingers for making beautiful
quilts, too. And many other things like wall
hangings, pillows, even boxes, all of lovely fabrics.
These crafts have been preserved by Helen and
other ladies who love to do things with their
talented hands.

3., 4. THE GROVER R A C IN G T E A M — BU STER A N D E L A IN E

Elaine Grover - Just plain enjoys racing. Does much of her own work on the car.

Elaine Grover is the first woman driver to
race at Oxford Plains Speedway. “ There have
been others since,” she says, “ but they were kind
of surprised when I told them I wanted to enter.”
As it turned out Elaine “ lost it” and went “ right
into the wall” an event altogether common in
such races. Elaine smiles when she recalls the
incident. ‘‘Buster didn’t think it was much,” she
laughs quietly. “ When we went to move it, the
car was limp. We had to pick it up and load it
with a fork lift.”
Elaine has since been racking up a
respectable record at the local track. Presently,
she and the pit crew are working the bugs out of
a newer car. On the Sunday afternoon that we
followed Elaine and Buster to the Wiscasset
Speedway, her little Chevy Camaro suffered
from steering bind and a jammed starter. Push
started with a nasty “ lump” in the steering
Elaine’s car was nonetheless entered and gamely
driven to the finish of the feature race.
Buster told her some four years ago that if
she wanted to race she would have to work on
her own car. That she does. Starting with a few
sessions at an Adult ed. Welding class at the local
high school, Elaine not only taught herself to
weld, she parlayed her new skill into a welding
job at the Bath Iron Works. Presently she is still
employed at BIW and handles a forklift with the
same professional care she shows on the track.
Unsatisfied with the performance of her
professionally rebuilt Chevy 350 engine, Elaine
plans to rebuild another herself during this
winter’s lull in racing.
Buster Grover, who maintains an auto
salvage operation on Route One, and needs no
sign to keep up a steady traffic in used parts and
valued advice, is a perennial favorite at the
Wiscasset Speedway. This season he is point
leader at the track, meaning he has won and
placed more often than any other regular driver.
Of racing Elaine hints that you have to love
it to do it, especially if you’re a person of
moderate means. The night before the race her
dedicated pit crew had worked until around 3
a.m. making final adjustments to a car in which
she has invested about 3000 hard-earned dollars.
September finished the regular racing season
at Wiscasset but Buster and Elaine Grover and
their able crew are already looking forward to
next year. — The Grover Racing Team.

Buster Grover - Point leader at the Wiscasset Speedway.

The Grover Racing Team in Action.

Buster and the crew chat between races.

Buster is not flashy but rather a deliberate steady driver. He keeps

the pressure on in the turns. A consistent winner - This particular Sunday Buster places third.
“ Hey Buster, Did you have a good ride?” a racing fan shouts.
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5. B E N JA M IN (BENNY) R IN E S

By Senator Bill Cohen

Benny Rines content in his home village

If there was a dissenting vote at last night’s
meeting of the Town fathers, chances are good it
was cast by Benny Rines. He’s concerned about
ordinances that attempt to regulate every aspect of
people’s lives and he votes against them. “We’re
headed for 1984 - Big Brother and all that Wiscasset and all over.”
Some residents of this tax-affluent community
evidentally agree. Benny has walked away with a
series of elections and has 5x/i years behind him as
Selectman.
Benny Rines likes a certain kind of plainess in
government.
Example: Benny Rines doesn’t want to be
“protected” by restrictive ordinances.
His tiny house was moved to its present location
on the Old Bath Road, a section of Wiscasset once
so threadbare it was dubbed “Tobacco Road.” In
recent years a subdivision and several new homes
were built along the road and the new residents
would like to “upgrade” the neighborhood
restricting, among other things, commercial
development. Benny’s immediate neighbors allow
him access to their land and supply him with water.
“Who are they (newcomers) protecting me from?”
says Benny.
His family has been in town for generations and
Benny, a keen observer, has calculated the changes
he has seen growing up there more carefully than
most folks.
“You can only do so much planning,” says Ben,
citing the example of the waterfront garage and

Healing Arts
visualization techniques
accupressure
72

Front Street, Bath, Maine
207-443-3733

Silvia Young
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blacksmith shop once tended by his grandfather,
Archie Rines, and his great-uncle, Morris (Chip)
Rines. Shoreside of Wiscasset’s well-known
schooner hulks, the building served for a few years
as a craft shop and today houses Le Garage, one of
the areas finest restaurants.
“People would scream if a garage were to go in
there today,” says Benny. “Someday in the future
they’ll be screaming if a restaurant wants to go on
the spot.” The things that are part of our lives,
Benny believes, should be accepted as such.
Looking to the future,, Benny says he doesn’t
have any great plans for Wiscasset. “We get plenty
of proposals to consider,” he says, hinting that it is
unnecessary to think up too many new ones.
Of the good things that have happened in town
since he has become Selectman, Benny skips over
the obvious civic improvements, citing his approval
of a spirit of caring and volunteerism, exampled in
the towns excellent first aid squad and fire
company. “They were doing that kind of thing
before we had our money,” Benny says.
Of himself, he enjoys working on his house which
he has finished with neat, carefully done
woodwork. His favorite entertainments are music
and reading. Benny likes his work at BIW as a
welder, and he wouldn’t live anyplace else. He
would, however, like to spend one winter in the
South. “Just to see what it’s like; then back to
Wiscasset.”

5cS tained glass
Supplies & glass for came
& foil work at reasonable prices
For your home or solar greenhouse
tempered IN S U L A T E D G LA S S
P A N E L S 34 x 76 x 5/8"
5 yr. warranty $58 cash and carry
Mon-Fri 8-5; Sat 9-noon
Classes available.
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Congress returned to work today after a 10-day
recess. There was a noticeable absence of hustle and
bustle in the hallways, no glaring television lights
illuminated the hearing rooms, and the overall pace
of life approached normalcy. This period of
inactivity in Washington provided an excellent
opportunity to step back and think about the insti
tution of Congress -- its strengths and frailties.
Congress is an institution which works longer
and longer hours each year -- and accomplishes less
and less. Undisciplined, overstaffed, and
increasingly swayed by special interests, Congress
Jias become a $1 billion-a-year operation that
spends more time immersed in minutia than it does
making laws and setting national policy.
One of the questions I am asked most frequently
by Maine people is “why can’t you people get any
thing done down there?” In part, the answer lies in
the increasingly decentralized structure of
Congress. In contrast to past years when a few
committees controlled the pace and substance of
the legislative debate, today’s Congress is all chiefs
and no Indians. For example, the House of
Representatives has no fewer than 83 committees
and subcommittees which have some role in energy
legislation. Is it any wonder that Congress is unable
to devise a cohesive energy policy?
Beyond the structural problems of Congress, the
way in which the work schedules of individual
Congressmen and Senators have developed is a
further problem.
A typical workday for a Senator or Member of
the House of Representatives is dominated by
demands which may be legitimate when considered
invdividually but which combine to deter us from
the real purpose of our job. Quite simply, our
schedules leave us little time to think. But what
could be more crucial to the function of enacting
legislation than the time to identify riorities and
develop coherent strategies to carry them out?
At any given moment, for example, I may be
expected to chair a Governmental Affairs
subcommittee hearing, attend an Armed Services
committee hearing, participate in an important
debate taking place on the Senate floor, meet with a
legislative assistant to discuss upcoming legislation,
and greet a family from Maine waiting back in my
office. Each of these is important, but when taken
together, they result in a blur of activity and very
little accomplishment.
The life of a Congressman resembles the world of
the Red Queen in Lewis Carroll’s “Through the
Looking Glass.” As the Queen explained to Alice:
“Now, here, you see, it takes all the running you can
do to keep in the same place. If you want to get
somewhere else, you must run at least twice as fast
as that!”
While we race from one meeting or function to
another, we depend on ever-growing staffs to help
us remain responsive to our constituents. These
functions, which have ittle to do with national
policymaking, are nonetheless important to the
people I represent in Maine. They include helping
me by responding to constituent requests and
problems, working on Social Security and veterans’
claims, and securing such things as grants,
contracts, loans, flags, publications, letters of
recommendation, jobs, and nominations to
military service academies.
Today’s congressional staffs have grown by
nearly 300 percent over the past decade, supported
by a budget that has more than tripled to accommo
date them. More people means more new buildings,
more restaurants, parking spaces and other support
services. The Capitol police force, for example,
1,183 strong, is bigger than the army of
Luxembourg.
As the committees and staffs have proliferated
and costs have soared. Congress has become less
effective as a lawmaking body and a prime example
of the “cost-inefficiency” for which it criticizes
government agencies.
To its credit, Congress is edging toward a more
thorough self-examination. Recently the Senate
began a special study to examine its operations and
recommend possible reforms. The task could be
one of the most ambitious ones tackled this year —
but it very well may be one of the most important
investments of Congress’ time to date.

Alliance of Maine

OPERATION
GAME THIEF
A Program for Everone

by Dave Allen, S.A .M .

Since January of this year sportsmen around
the state have been hearing about a program
that, in a number of states, had reduced
poaching and increased the number of arrests for
fish and wildlife violations. While individual
states have their own names for the program, it is
known collectively as Operation Game Thief.
It works like this: The Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife sets up a toll free number
in the Augusta office, manned by a game
warden. Any citizen who witnesses, hears, or
knows of a serious fish and game violation can
call that number and give information to the
warden, who will be trained to ask pertinent
questions and get as many facts and details as
possible. The caller does not have to give his
name. He is assigned a number and chooses a
code name for himself and gives the name of his
favorite newspaper.
The warden, if he feels he has enough in
formation, will then initiate an investigation. If
no incriminating evidence is found, the case is
dropped. If there has been a violation and
sufficient evidence is found an arrest is made.
Once the arrest is made, an ad is taken out in
the newspaper (chosen by the informant) giving
his code number, and telling him to call the
warden’s office. When he calls, he gives his
number and code name and arrangements are
made for the delivery of a cash reward.
No one ever knows the identify of the in
formant.
Reward payments are paid not by the state,
but from funds contributed to a fund specifically

resource. Biologists strive for a balance between
available habitat and good animal populations.
Poachers can upset that balance and
detrimentally affect wildlife populations, which
in turn affect legitimate sportsmen, the tourist
industry and many Maine businesses. These
people steal from all of us and deserve to be
caught.
The Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine has
urged the implementation of this plan for many
months. We are ready to coordinate the citizens’
end of the program and do what we can to raise
money for rewards. We have already had offers
from individuals and businesses to contribute to
the reward fund.
If the governor approves the program, and
we continue to urge him to do so, you’ll be
hearing about it through the media. Then it will
be up to you.
Citizens’ support is a must for the program
to work. People must donate to the program,
and they must use the hot line to report
violations of game laws. This is a program that
every person who loves the outdoors and cares
for wildlife can support. When you read about it
in the future, please give it your support. If you
don’t read about it, then the governor shot it
down. We won’t be too happy about that and I
hope you’ll join us in then expressing our
disappointment.

for that purpose.
While at first glance the system appears
complicated, it is in place and working suc
cessfully in 14 states right now.
Two aspects of the program really help
make it work. The first- is the anonymity. Many
people who poach are lawbreakers in other
respects, and there is a real fear that people who
report these crimes will become victimized in one
way or another by the poachers. Also in some
circles poaching is an approved activity and an
informant could end up being the “ bad guy” for
turning in a criminal!
The other aspect is the reward. Except for
hunters, fishermen, and trappers, few people feel
they have a vested interest in our wildlife. They
simply don’t feel that a poacher is taking
something away from them, so they don’t call.
That reward, usually a minimum of $200,
provides that extra incentive to pick up the
phone. (It’s interesting to note that in Florida
60% of the informants have refused the reward.)
The greatest success for the program is its
deterrent effect on poaching. Poachers find that
they can trust no one. They can’t brag to their
friends or, in some cases, even let their wives
know about their activity. One woman turned in
her husband who ended up paying over $1000 in
fines. That would make poaching dangerous to
almost anyone.
Poaching and the illegal taking of fish and
wildlife are serious crimes against all of the
people in Maine. Seasons and bag limits are
carefully set to utilize our wildlife as a renewable

JOIN THE FASTEST-GROWING

COUNTRY ROCKERS!
This handsome Country
Rocker yours for just $150
(Freight Collect). Each
rocker is oversized
(26”W X 48”H), yet
charming, country style
comfort.
Double wide
porch rockers, ottomans,
too. Built to last a lifetime!!
Send check, M.O. or M.C.
information and signature.
Phone orders w elcom e!
FR EE BROCHURE

SAM is the only group
looking out for the interest of all

Continued firearms p o ssessio n and
u se by the law abiding
Continued hunting, fishing, trap
ping and other outdoor activities.
Full-time opposition to those who
would take away our outdoor heri
tage.

SAM NEEDS YOU - YOU NEED SAM

Join TODAY

i wish to HELP SAM’s efforts through: □ Joining □ Making a Gift
□ An individual membership (Still $6 per year from date)
□ A family membership (Still $10 per year from date — includes
children under 18 — include names)
NAME: ___________________________________________________________________
MAILING AD D RESS:
Zip:
Send to: SAM, Box 2783, Augusta, ME 04330
(Office: 240 Hospital SL, Augusta/Chelsea townline)
NOTE: Advise if a gift and we’ll do the rest_______

— full-time lobbyist & 10 issues of the SAM News to keep you informed.

G ARDINER FEED & G A R D E N CENTER

Call (201) 398-3203

W o o d S p litte r R e n ta ls
B LU E SE A L F E E D S
U s e d C h a in S a w s

lUrthirn Craft*
J 0 Carteret Road

SPORTSMAN’S ORGANIZATION IN THE STATE.

-

Hopatcong, N;J. 07843
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“COUNTRY

N O TES

by Ruth E. Dennett
Editor, M y Country

D O W N E A S T C O U N TR Y M U SIC A W A R D S SH O W

Elton Record, Entertainer of the Year.

On Sunday afternoon, October 3rd, Yodelin
Slim Clark acted as Master of Ceremonies at the
Second Annual Down East Country Music Awards
Show held at the Opera House in Waterville,
Maine.
The capacity crowd enjoyed music by Easy Ed
and The Drifters from Bingham, Norm Pelletier
from Lewiston, Diana Lynn from Limington, Mike
Rogers from York, Aspen from Lewiston, Betty
Roy from Brownville, Pete Robertson from West
Paris, Kathy Yanadestine from Hartland, Misty
Fever from Mount Desert Island, Debra Felix from
Milbridge, Charlie Gould from Bangor,
Appalachian from Rumbord, Ed Lovely from
Mapleton, and Yodelin’ Slim Clark.
Nearly $4,500.00 in trophies and placques was
awarded to winners and nominees in the different
categories and special recognition awards.

The November issue of MY COUNTRY is
expected to carry complete photos on the Show.
Following is a complete list of winners in each
category:
Bluegrass
1. Bluegrass Supply Company
Comedy
2. Rod Thompson
Country Band (Modem)
1. Country Mist
2. Nashville Express
3. Diamond Ranch Hands
4. Aspen
5. Candlestick Trio
Country Band (Traditional)
1. Country Wranglers
2. Misty Fever
3. Diamond Ranch Hands
4. Appalachian
5. Northern Junction
Female Vocalist
1. Kim Curry
2. Diana Lynn
3. Sheila Piper
4. Debbie Thompson
5. Arline Lancaster
Folk Artist
1. Rod Thompson
2. Steve Fox
3. Ted Hamilton
4. Steve and Barb Chiasson
5. Pete Robertson
Gospel
1. Don Nickerson
2. Aspen
3. Bluegrass Supply Company
4. Debra Felix
5. Country Expressions
Instrumentalists
Banjo — Billie Smith
Bass — Al Merrick
Dobro — Perley Curtis
Drums — Jim Bell
Fiddle — Bill Scott
Guitar — Don Johnstone
Harmonica — Ted Hamilton
Keyboard — Dana Ross
Steel — Dana Wayne
Instrumentalist of the Year: Bill Scott

FO L K A R T

(/tw eifu f • (fa H va *
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& vu U • ^ earfu n,
7U<u*d (venA U t#
(Z eftfw t •

ORfiANICFfRliUZfltS
natural foods and
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Male Vocalist
1. Ray Stafford
2. Elton Record
3. Don Johnstone
4. Sonny Bickford
5. Roger Roscoe
Duet
1. Arline Lancaster and Elton Record
2. Tim Rawley and Tom Rawley
3. Ray Stafford and Steve Pratt
4. Sheila Piper and Bob Tifft
5. Debbie Thompson and Bill Scott
Recording
LP — Tim Farrell
Tape — Bluegrass Supply Co.
45
1. Diane Lynn
2. Gary Cochran
3. Johnny Guitar
Songwriter (Country)
1. Debbie Thompson
2. Don Peters
3. Rone Wright
4. Tim Farrell
5. Ted Hamilton
Songwriter (Gospel)
1. Debra Felix
2. Pete Robertson
3. Sumner Morrill
4. Larry Tilton and Scott LeBlanc
Vocal Group
1. Country Wranglers
2. New Country Sond
3. Misty Fever
4. Easy Feelin’
5. Candlestick Trio
Club owners who are members of DECMA and
the Judges acted as presenters of the trophies.
The Second Pioneer Award was presented to
Dick Curless in recognition of his many years of
performing and supporting country music. The
plaque was presented to Dick by last year’s
recipient, Yodelin’ Slim Clark, and President
Dennett.
Elton Record, popular entertainer from Oxford,
Maine, was named Entertainer of the Year by the
Judges, and he was presented with a trophy by
Maitland Richardson, Director of the Skowhegan
State Fair. Elton is a charter member of DECMA

VITAMINS• FLOWERS
house PlftHTs

Ri. 127
Georgetown, Maine 04548
(207) 371*2801
160 Front Street
Bath, Maine 04530
(207) 443*9160

YANKEE DOODLE
r

natjpallv at

132 W ATER S T R E E T
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CONLEYS
GARDEN CENTER

BOOTdBAV HARBOR

633-5OXO

SEW/VAC CENTER
Augusta, Maine 04330
161 Water St.
tel. 622-7455

Sewing Machines - Vacuum Cleaners
New and Used
Expert Repair Service
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SECOND DOWNEAST COUNTRY MUSIC AWARDS

Missy Fairfield, Bucksport, Miss Down East Country Music.

and has been one of its nrongest supporters. He has
been a professional performer for over 23 years.
Charlie Turnbull from Anson, Maine was
presented the Harold Carter Memorial Trophy.
Charlie, well-known fiddle player in the area, works
regularly with Bill Fox and the Road Runners, and
does frequent guest appearances with Easy Ed and
The Drifters and other bands. The Harold Carter
Memorial Trophy is given each year to a deserving
back-up musician. Harold passed away two years
ago while performing on stage. He had worked in
the Bangor area for many years.
The Fox Den in Fairfield, Maine was voted Club
of the Year and was presented with a plaque.

Danny Harper, Southwest Harbor, Mr. Down East Country Music.

Several special Judges trophies were presented at
the Awards Show.
Betty Roy of Brownville was named the Most
Promising Individual, and Nashville Run, a
Bangor-based band, was named Most Promising
Band.
Special Recognition trophies were presented to
Ginger Leigh Smith, vocalist from Brunswick,
Maine; Mark Johnstone, 15 year old guitarist with
Misty Fever, from Mount Desert Island, Maine;
Mike Rogers, blind harmonica player from York,
Maine; and to Ed Lovely, male vocalist, from
Mapleton, Maine.

76 W E S T R IV E R R O A D
W A T E R V IL L E , M A IN E 04901
$5.00 per year

V

Send check or money order to
MY COUNTRY, Ruth E. Dennett, editor
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O R G A N IC B E E F - frozen in family packages in 4 2 lbs cartons U S D A Farm pickup or air
shipm ents monthly from our Saltwater Farm and its herd established for years

Bayside cam psites are
available also on our
Recom pense Shore

W O L F E ’S N E C K F A R M ,
INC.

Please request our
price list and brochures.
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WITH REAL
FOOD

H t.l Freeport, Maine 04032
865-4469
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Round Top, Damariscotta 563-5556

Largest Selection of Fine Wines - Cheeses - Beers - Gourmet Delicacies
We prepare and package picnics, lunches, dinners, parties and buffets for 2 to 200.
Mon. Sat. 9a.m. to midnight
Sun. noon - 8 p.m.
U n i o n S t. a t th e h e a d o f th e H a r b o r

B o o th b a y H a r b o r
T h e M a in e
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REAL BREAD
bv
Progressive Baking Company
Auburn, Maine
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byRay Woodman

BIRD HUNTING
ON A BUDGET
Reloading your own shotshells is the
think in the world, the machinery is almost
automatic and virtually foolproof . . . at least
that’s what the salesman told me. The idea of
bird shooting for a few cents per shot was ap
pealing and it prpmised to be an interesting way
to spend those evenings between days afield. So I
bit and bought the whole outfit for my favorite
12 bore. I was a bit surprised at the cost of a 25
lb. bag of lead pellets but the salesman pointed
out that factory ammo was very expensive and
increasing in price every week. I also bought a
thick paperback that gave precise directions for
an unbelievable number of different loads.
After clamping the press down to the kit
chen table I spent the entire evening assembling,
adjusting and setting up the outfit as per
manufacturers instructions. My wife complained
that it was inconvenient serving meals the next
day with all the paraphernalia in the middle o f1
the table but I explained to her that it was all
precision equipment and couldn’t be disturbed
until I had loaded a season’s supply of shells. She
was unconvinced and, from her attitude, I
gathered that I only had another day or so before
she laid down the law.
My carefully saved empties couldn’t all be
loaded in one session since each type and brand
required a different setup and load. The next
baffling problem arose with the powder
measuring sleeves that metered the volume of
powder discharged into the casing. I had bought
every sleeve that the dealer had in stock so that I
could load a variety of different casings. Every
load detailed in the manual that was appropriate
for the empties I had saved, required a powder
measure that was not offered by the manufac
turer of my loading press. The books all
cautioned against substitutions so I threw away
all my spent cases and went out and bought a few
hundred rounds of new empties that I could

reload. You need a rigid routine for reloading.
My first few loads were a revelation and, after
seating the shot cups, loading the pellets, and
crimping the cases, I found that all the powder
ran out through the primer hole since I had
forgotten to seat primers in the casings first. I
had a bit of trouble with the crimping too, they
looked more like crumpled cardboard than the
neat pleated ends they showed in the manual. No
problem, except for the little irregular hole in the
center of the crimp that allowed the pellets to
leak out. A strip of masking tape over the end of
each shell solved the pellet leaks b u t. . .
My first trip afield with the new loads was
interesting; the tape made the shells a bit too
thick to be extracted from the gun and I had to
shoot the round before it could be unloaded.

Back to the drawing boards. Melted wax dripped
over the end of the crimps turned out to be a
good substitute for the tape but a lot of it
dripped onto the tablecloth and I was summarily
evicted to the cellar with my equipment.
I am now a complete reloader and have a
vast array of loads and pellet sizes for every
conceivable type of game. I haven’t come up
with a good system for marking the shells as yet
and I sometimes get them mixed up: yesterday I
got a woodcock at close range with a high
velocity load of number 2 pellets. But woodcock
hash isn’t all that bad. Next month I’m going
after deer and I have a fantastic double 0 load for
it, or perhaps they’re the skeet rounds. . .

MAINE LAND ENTERPRISES IS PROUD TO OFFER
THE FINEST HOME COMFORT CONTROL SYSTEMS
Wood/Coal - Oil - Gas - Electric
#
#
#
#
d

furnaces
heat pumps
air conditioners
humidifiers
electric air cleaners

servicing
installation
cleaning

Maine Land Enterprises
Rt 1, Wiscasset, ME 882-7882

Eibertt) ®onl ($n.

j.M.Cappelletti
BUILDER

OLD TOOLS & USED FURNITURE
HARDW ARE

RFD 1, Box 545
Newcastle, Maine 04553
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Landholm
F arm
by Nancy McCallum
Hard, careful planning and high-spirited
efforts coupled with a $580,000 Department of
Commerce grant are pushing along a Wells,
Maine attempt to save a bit of nature and restore
a touch of history.
The project centers on Landholm Farm, a
300 acre saltwater farm, one of the last of its
kind and size on the east coast. Plans include
restoring the dormant farm together with
establishing a model organic cattle, dairy, and
vegetable demonstration project operated by the
Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners
Association (MOFGA).
Over ten years of interest in the farm have
focused in the formation of the Laudholm Trust;
a group that has been working over the past year
to promote the project and purchase the property
with federal grants and local monies.
Adding to the excitement for Wells is the
fact that the farm is just part of a 2600 acre
parcel soon to become a National Estuarine
Sanctuary.
The land surrounding the Laudholm Farm,
which includes fresh and salt water marshes,
woods, fields and barrier beaches, is one of the
few unspoiled natural coastal sites left in Maine.
The U.S. Department of Commerce recently
awarded Wells a matching grant of more dollars
for the purpose of establishing an estuarine
sanctuary. The area, which may become the 15th
national site of this type, would also be the first
one purchased with funds raised locally, instead
of through the state.
The Laudholm Farm Trust, apparently
convinced Wells voters that the project is a
worthwhile endeavor. Last February the town’s
voters decided, by a 3-1 margin, to accept the
project. That vote of faith, plus a favorable
public hearing, preceded the awarding of the
Federal grant. Funds were made available
through the U.S. Commerce Department’s
Coastal Management division for the establish
ment of a coastal wetlands sanctuary.
It may be 1983 before the Trust collects
enough money to carry the project, some
$750,000, but meanwhile, fund-raising is being
conducted in earnest. Foundation grants, a raffle

and direct appeal for contributions are the three
main avenues of the Trust’s fund raising. Former
governor Ken Curtis and former gubernaorial
candidate Sherry Huber are directors v»>f the
campaign.
Built at the turn of the century, the 300-acre
farm is a favorite place for many local people,
who park near the entrance to watch the deer
roam its fields — just a few minutes from the
farm is Route 1, where commercial and
residential development flourishes — the land is
one of the few truly natural sites in the WellsKennebunk area.
Once the farm is turned over to the Trust, it
will become a living museum, open to the public.
The Maine Organic Farmers and Gardners
ssociation (MOFGA) will manage the re-creation
of farming practices of the past. MOFGA
president Mort Mather is especially suited to the
task, as he is a Wells resident and president of the
Laudholm Trust.
Yet the farm’s facilities will not be restricted
to old-time farming techniques — plans also call
for an organic research station, featuring
modern organic farming techniques that will be
useful to New England small farmers.

BlueOxCom
m
unityStore
Senior Citizens Shop es Members
Heelthful Snecks for Children
Complete Line of Natural Foods

The land surrounding the farm, making up
the rest of the estuarine, would be used for many
types of research, including marine wildlife and
vegetation, and environmental study.
Local colleges and secondary schools would
be able to use the area for study, as well. Plans
also call for the development of the Laudholm
State Park, with parking available for up to 140
cars.
The trust received an encouraging boost
recently when the U.S. Department of Com
merce assessed the area as an estuarine site and
found it an excellent choice.
The report noted that, as an estuarine
sanctuary, there would be no adverse impact on
the human environment and that wildlife and
vegetation would receive better protection under
the watchful eyes of marine biologists, scientists
and wardens. Also noted was that by officially
preserving the area, human activity would be
clearly monitored. As a natural site, belonging to
the public, there would be no chance of com
mercial or residential development.
Anyone interested in contributing to the
fund drive, or in helping in any way, is asked to
contact Tin Smith of South Berwick at 676-2209.

9 4 5 -6 3 9 2
Tue-Set 10-4
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UKUBOin
We’re looking for work.

• Diesel tractor
v^ith water cooled
engine.
• Full hydraulics,
multi-speed PTO’s,
standard 3 pt. hitchee

Two or four wheel drive
Full line of accesso ries
Scaled down agricultural
machines, not enlarged
lawn machines.

BULK RATE NATURAL FOODS
Now carrying Maine grown milled
organic whole w heat flour from
Fiddler’s Green

You o w e it to you rself to check us out
before you b uy. T rad e-ins invited.

Division of

36 C e n te r St
B ath , M a in e 0 4 5 3 0
442-8012

B A T H IN D U STRIA L SALES

RENT-ALL of BATH, Inc.

Box 263, New Meadows Rd., West Bath
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REPORT FROM UNITY
LE BLANC WINS UNITY
LATE MODEL RACE IN
SEPT. 21 SEASON FINALE
It only took a few weeks for Madison’s Marty
LeBlanc to get used to running the wide tires of his
newly-acquired Late Model Sportsman after
competing in the Limited Class all season. And
Sunday night, the checkered flag came out with
LeBlanc in front for the win.
Actually, LeBlanc had a third-of-a-track lead
throughout most of the race, with the only caution
flag being dropped on the 34th lap. So the next
series of events saw the green flag restart the race,
and the feature was over. Bob Alexander of Orring
ton worked his way to second place with Chris
Stanley of Skowhegan finishing third.
In the hotly-contested Charger division, Bob
Young of Augusta appeared to have clinched the
class championship on a heartbreaking finish for
Greg Veinote of Newburgh.
Don Laney of Waterville put the icing on,the
cake with a victory in the Limited Sportsman
feature, after easily clinching the championship.
Jim McGinnis of Detroit, driving Butch Burgess’
old car, took second with Dave St. Clair of
Fryeburg third. Burgess borrowed Marty LeBlanc’s
old Limited and finished fourth. “Sure looked
funny to see the old one pass me,” he commented.
Street Stock action saw only 15 cars finish out of
25 starters, with Keith Ridrique of Waterille edging
point-champ John Phippen Jr. of Bar Harbor.
Dennis Woodard of Corinna ran a strong third.
And mini-stock action saw Daryl Foter of
Oakland beat Nelson Hamblin of Scarborough
with Charlie Davis of Starks in third place.

H&H
3 342
I

October 16 — Unity College. Agriculture &
Nuclear Power — Can They Co-Exist? Mrs. Gary
Clark and Mrs. Sam Weber, two members of
Oswego County Farm Bureau, will share their
experience.
October 1-November 19 — Great Decisions,
Fridays at noon. YWCA, 248 Turner Street,
Auburn. 786-0657.
Friday, Oct. 22 — Harvest Bazaar, YWCA,
Lewiston/Auburn KJ Center. Hand made crafts
and food and childrens activities. Free. 248 Turner
St., Auburn. 786-0657.
October 24 — UN Day Celebration International
Gourmet Potluck. Auburn. Reservations. Please
call 783-7865. Sponsored by League of Women
Voters.
October 29-31 Storytelling.
ANOTHER
PLACE, Greenville, N.H. 603-878-9883.
November 5 — Massage. ANOTHER PLACE,
Greenville, N.H. 603-878-9883.
November 19-21 — In Land We Trust: A Place on
the Earth - Everyone’s Birthright. Exploration of
how to set up land trusts. ANOTHER PLACE,
Greenville, N.H. 603-878-9883.
November 26-28 — Community Thanksgiving.
ANOTHER PLACE, Greenville, N.H. 603-8789883.
Friday, December 3 — Xmas Craft Workshop,
YWCA, Lewiston/Auburn. Free. 248 Turner
Sl.rr.fit Anhum 786-0657

BOATWQRKS

M A Q U O IT . H O A D

c
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B R U N S W IC K

NEW CONSTRUCTION

WEST system"-

repairs in wood & class

Now at
MAINE OXY-ACETYLENE SUPPLY

A C /D C
a r c w e ld e r
Now...weld with a smoother, more stable D.C.
a rc.Jt’s easier with the new Lincoln A C /D C
welder. The A C /D C -225/125 is versatile with
Lincoln quality, reliability and value.

$ 3 0 4 .oo
Auburn (Home Office), Adams St. 784-5788
Portland, W allace Ave. (S. Port) 772-6381
Waterville College Ave. 872-5411
Rockland, Rockland Industrial Park 549-2137

OR TO LL F R E E 1-800-442-6320
Monday Thru Friday 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

NOW OPEN SATURDAY 8 A.M. TO 12 NOON
PUROX WELDING & CUTTING OUTFITS ON SA LE AT BIG SAVINGS
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by Robin Mello,
M .S.Ed. Special Education Teacher,
Augusta Public Schools

how to talk to teachers
There is a communication gap between school
and home. It grows wider daily. Many teachers are
convinced that parents do not care about the
schooling of their children. Parents in return
become very disgusted with teachers. Complaints
sound something like this; “Oh, that Mrs. Howard
never comes in for a conference -- she just doesn’t
care.” “Mark’s teacher is always picking on him -he’s had detention four times this week.” “Why
does Susan’s momkeep writing her excuses when
we know she’s playing hookey?” “Angie’s teacher
gives too much homework -- sometimes she has to
stay up all night.” “Teachers are really incompetent.
No creativity. They’ve been teaching multiplication
for three months in my son’s school.” Sound
familiar?
There are some very important reasons why these
feelings exist. 1) Parents and teachers rarely face
each other as equals. We grew up believing that
teachers never made mistakes. Teachers hold
power, so we hold them in aew. Teachers in reality
are usually competent, underpaid, hardworking
individuals who could probably be your friend if
prejudices could be done away with.
2) Often parents who have had a terrible time in
school themselves bring that frustration into a
school meeting or conference.
3) Teachers talk in big words. They are often
negative. They are often concerned with silly rules,
like having books covered and taking off hats in
school. What you really want to know are practical
things like: What is the homework going to be like?
What should my child do if s/he does not
understand assignments? Do you give extra help
after school?
Finally, the school relies on the child to tell the
parents about any important function or rule. In
my district every notice is given to the children to
bring home. There is n money for mailing. I often
wonder how many of these notices really get
delivered. For most kids, if it looks official, it is
either boring or it means bad news. The notices get
circular filed quickly.
This is a real problem. Every year during parents
night, parents come in fewer numbers. Every year
when grades come out the offices of schools are
flooded with calls from angry parents wanting to
know why no one ever informed them their child
was having a problem in school. I have two
messages. The first is to the teachers, as idealistic as
this sounds, I have never yet met a parent who
didn’t care. Many are overwhelmed, angry,
confused, but the bottom line is they are concerned
about their children. Parents need to hear positive
things about their children. Often parents can give
you help. You must get on the phone, buy a few
stamps, and send home readable information
written in plain Engish. Close up the
communication gap and stop being threatened.
My message to parents is one you have probably
heard before. Get out there and get involved. You
are the PARENT. You have the rights, you raised
your child, so don’t rely on someone else to do the
job for you. Remember, teachers are people just
like you. They are not invinceable, they can make
mistakes. You need to talk to them and make your
feelings and the child’s needs clear.
I feel very strongly about this issue. If we can’t
involve ourselves or communicate as human beings
then the crisis in our public schools will continue to
get worse instead of better.
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by Beatrice H. Comas

BAK ED B E A N S W ITH REG IO NAL TOUCHES
Baked Beans Italian Style

You can perform magic with that faithful
old bean pot if you are adventurous enough to
add some regional touches from various areas of
the U.S.A. If you are a New Englander who
prepares your beans for baking much as your
ancestors did over 350 years ago then you and
your family might welcome a Saturday supper
surpirse of Baked Beans Italian Style or Baked
Beans and Chili.
One fact about beans that will never change
is their value as a substitute for or extender for
meat, and their economy. High in protein they
are sometimes called “ the meat without bones.”
Reheating does not impair their flavor and some
folks claim to like them better the second or third
time around!
We no longer bake beans in a clay pot with
deer fat and onion but there is still a very good
reason for the narrow-necked bean pot with
bulging sides. It lets only a little steam escape
during baking and thus puts all the color and
goodness deep into each bean.
When my New England-born grandmother
visited our home when I was a child, the
Saturday 'night' supper was turned into a feast
because she made codfish cakes, Parker House
rolls and lemon pie to accompany the beans.
It was not uncommon for Maine women to
bake two kinds of beans in one pot, a practice
that is still followed occasionally at public bean
suppers. Here is an example:

2 cups soaked dry navy beans; Vi pound
Italian sausage; 2 leeks, chopped; 1, 8-ounce can
tomato sauce; !4 cup dark molasses; 1
tablespoon dry mustard; 1 teaspoon salt.
Bring beans to a boil in 6 cups of the soaking
liquid. Lower heat and simmer, covered, while
assembling remaining ingredients. Chop sausage
into small pieces and fry until browned. Stir
together beans, sausage, leeks, and seasonings
and turn into beanpot or other large ovenproof
baking dish with about half the bean water.
Bake, covered, for 6 to 8 hours in a 250 F oven,
adding more bean water if necessary. Remove
cover and bake for another hour. Serves 4 to 6.
All American Baked Beans

3 cups dried beans (white, pinto, red, or
pink); A pound salt pork diced; 1 cup chopped
onion; 1 large orange, peeled and diced; 1
teaspoon grated orange rind; Vi cup molasses; 3A
cup packed brown sugar; 2 teaspoons salt; 1
tablespoon dry mustard; 1 teaspoon Wor
cestershire sauce; lA teaspoon powdered cloves.
Soak beans overnight in 9 cups cold water
(or for quick-soak method, bring beans water to
boil and boil 2 minutes. Remove from heat.
Cover, and let stand 1 hour.) Drain beans,

reserving bean liquid. Layer beans, salt pork,
onions and orange in 2V i quart mean pot or deep
casserole. Combine 2V i cups bean liquid with
remaining ingredients and pour over beans.
Cover. Bake at 300 F. for 6 hours, adding more
reserved bean liquid if necessary. Uncover and
bake Vi hour longer. Serves 8.
Baked Beans, Southern Style

1 pound dried beans; 6 cups water; 2 garlic
cloves, minced; 1 onion, sliced; 1 small hot dried
pepper; 1 bay leaf; 3A pound salt pork, sliced; 3
tablespoons molasses; A cup ketchup; 1
teaspoon powdered mustard; Vi teaspoon
ground ginger; VA teaspoons Worcestershire
sauce; Vi teaspoon salt; A cup firmly packed
brown sugar.
Cover beans with water. Bring to a boil and
boil 2 minutes. Cover and let stand 1 hour. Add
next 5 ingredients and cook until beans are
tender. Drain, reserving liquid. To 2 cups liquid
(or water) add remaining ingredients, except
sugar. Put beans in shallow 2-quart baking dish.
Arrange pork slices on top. Add liquid. Sprinkle
with sugar. Bake, uncovered, in preheated 400 F.
oven for about 1 hour. Serves 6.

About the A uth or

Baked Bean Combination

Vi pound pea beans; Vi pound Yellow-eyed
beans; V* pound salt pork; 2 tablespoons
molasses; 2 tablespoons brown sugar; 1 teaspoon
salt; 1 medium onion.
Soak beans overnight in enough water to
cover. Next morning, pour off water that has not
been absorbed, and put the beans in a bean pot
with sugar, salt and molasses. Pour in enough
water to cover. Stick the onion down into the
beans and put the piece of salt pork on top.
Cover with bean pot lid and cook in a 250 F.
oven for 6 to 8 hours. Check periodically to see
whether more water is needed. Lid may be
removed during last hour of baking to make the
salt pork crisp. Serves 4 to 6.

Beatrice H. Comas is a freelance writer living in
Portland, Maine. Her poetry and prose has been
widely published in national periodicals including:
Family Circle, Saturday Evening Post, Yankee,
The New York Times, The Christian Science
Monitor, Modern Bride and The Chicago Daily
News. We are pleased and proud to have her
contribute to the pages of the Maine Folkpaper.

KRISTINA’S
RESTAURANT & BAKERY
" J u st w e s t o f th e V illage G reen '

Floorcloths
hand stencilled canvas
floorcoverings practical and durable
Send $2.00 for our new color brochure to:
PEMAQUID FLOORCLOTHS
Pemaquid, Maine 04558
Or visit our new shop on Route 32
in Round Pond, Maine
(207) 529-5633 or 677-2659________

Kennebec Place — Bar Harbor, Maine
288- 5359

Delicious Fresh Foods
Fresh Baked Gods From Our Bakery
Seafood Specialties
Fine Imported -nd Domestic Wine and Beer

bring your own wine or beer
and enjoy a delicious lamplight dinner
Each night — Tuesday-Sunday
^
until 8:30 p.m.
w gr! ^ C h e c k o u t our m enu
f

^

O utstanding Bakery
160 C enter Street, Bath

Open 6:30 a.m. to midnight daily
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D O ES A S P ID E R H A V E A V O IC E TO S C R E A M ? |

Like a sympathetic guard at Dachau
slipping candies to hollow children
I wish to convey to the spider before me
de-webbed by my cleaning sponge just now
I have no desire to hurt her
although the dragging third right leg

i
Shoplifting Poetry

We’re in the bookstore stealing poems,
lifting the best lines —
You cop one from Williams,
I stick my hand into Pound.
No one’s looking...
I throw you a line from The Cantos —
It disappears in your ear like spaghetti.
We stuff ourselves with Crane,
Cummings, Lowell, Voznesensky —
Neruda, Rilke, Yeats!
The goods dissolve in our brain.
Now we move from the shelves with caution.
The cashier’s watching. Can she tell?
Fat! We’ve overeaten.
You giggle. End-rhymes leak at your lips like
bubbles.
I clap a hand on your mouth.
You are holding my ears
as we fall out the door.
Martin Steingesser
Portland

Dear Folks,
I work parttime in a nursing home in Machias.
Two of these poems are devoted to residents there
who have particularly affected me.
I’m glad you have a page for poetry.
Sincerely,
Kris Larson

Mary, 102
She is like a flower
from between the leaves
of a Bible,
kept safe by a clasp of verses.
She is like a telegram
from another time,
soft and faded
yet still readable.
That delicate hairnet
holds a century of memories.
If only the fishermen of Cutler
could be as rich
as they pull their nets up;
from the sea!
The day she dies
an opening in the woods
will have quietly closed
and a fingerprint of sunlight
been left behind.
—Kris Larson
East Machias

%

W ALCC TH E4TEEI
8 3 2 -4 C 6 3

October 28, 29, 30
N o sferatu , T he V am pyre
(T he U ndead )
1979 Chilling version of Dracula with Klaus Kinski
In German with subtitles
H allow een!A nniversary C ostum e Party
Live m usic by Rio-Bisbee Reggae Band
J^^ ^ 5 J 0 0 ^ o u p U f ^

His eyes are as bright
as inland ponds in summer.
So deaf now
I think marsh hawks
circle the field of his hearing
and prey upon half the speech
that comes to him.
Thus the world lies about
in broken sentences
and is no longer understood.
Way in the back of his mind
is a deer camp.
The door is open,
the stove is as warm as his heart,
an orange cap rests on the table
like a lamp
and his old gun
waits for him in a corner
as patiently as a hound.
His friends are there too
like images in a photograph.
Even the sun will not rise
until the hour of his shining
when he moves in to stay.

—Kris Larson
East Machias

T ir e d o f H ig h F o o d P r ic e s ?
S ta r tin g a C o - O p ?

1TTIM ain St. W a ld c b c rc

October 14, 15, 16
M arriag e a la C h au cer (Adult Comedy)
American Premier Play
October 21, 22, 23, 24
FAM E
Exhilarating Film Musical
Basis for T.V. Series

Willis, 94

We Can Save You Money

A Real Seafood Piece
Will Put a Smile On Your Taste
7 Days a Week

m

Bulk Baking & Food Supplies for
Co-Ops, Bakeries & Restaurants
Please Phone or Write for Product List.
DOWNEAST FOOD DIST., INC.
250 Minot Avenue, P.O. Box 738
Auburn, ME 04210
Phone 207-786-0356

We Deliver in the Central Maine Area
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T he M aine

Rt. 1, Edgecomb, Maine

RED W ING
SHOES

, 3^Narragansett
Leathers
T U ESD A Y - SA TU RD A Y, 9 to 5
Main Street, Damariscotta 563-5080

MAINE FOLKPAPER SUPPLEMENT
NEIGHBOR TO NEIGHBOR—

P L A I N

T A L K

ABOUT

N U C L E A R
IN MAINE
b y R aym on d Shadis — E d itor o f the M ain e F olkpaper.

INTRODUCTION
In the m eanw hile . . .

As you might’ve guessed this-is also no attempt
to present both sides. Now why. Over the past
thirty years the atomic folks have spent millions,
and much of it our own tax money, to advertise
the wonders and benefits of atomic (or nuclear)
power. Did a good job of it also, and no obligation
to mention drawbacks. Ordinary news sources, the
commercial, big money papers and radio stations,
fall all over themselves in sometimes strange at
tempts to be fair and even-handed. For example in
August during a single forty eight hour period
Maine news media reported that the Atomic
Power Station at Wiscasset was among the best
run reactors in the nation and in a second story
that the owners were about to be fined by the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission (N.R.C.) for unusu
al, persistent disregard of safety. No one bothered
to tie the two stories together. Where do you sup
pose the two different stories came from? Were
they both true?
Did either source (“guess who”, or the NRC)
not tell quite the whole truth because they had
something to hide? or to gain? And why did T.V.
news personalities not even flinch or wink w^en
they reported conflicting stories about howwel1
the Atomic Station is run?
Some call it “professional detachment” . Well, at
THE FOLKPAPER we don’t call it that nor do we
call it “fair or evenhanded” . We call it “bull . . .”
And it's everywhere, not just wrapped around nu
clear salesmen and bureaucrats.

This FOLKPAPER supplement is a simple at
tempt to even up the multi million dollar thirty
year story on nuclear. Many of our regular readers
(and we respect their opinions) are pro-nuclear so

we have nothing to gain. Do, please, read this
supplement with that in mind. It's as straight for
ward as we can make it.

IT SEEMED LIKE A GOOD DEAL AT THE TIME

AND TO MANY IT STILL DOESA Dept, of Energy Report NUCLEAR ENERGY TO THE YEAR 2050 envisions on the Maine Yankee site
at Wiscasset —
a waste dump, breeder reactors, a reprocessing plant and one of two receiving
ports on the east coast for foreign nuclear waste. !Vle. State Chamber of Commerce says, in effect, “They
would approve.”

mMOCTOBER 1 9 8 2

mrnrnmSL

WHO WANTS IT AND WHO DOESN’T
The 1980 Referendum to close the state’s atomic
power station immediately was voted down 58.1%
to 41.9%. Not quite the 3 to 2 reported but close
enough. Of the “YES” vote, polls tell us 38% were
Democrats, 32% Republicans and the rest Inde
pendents, about an evenly mixed slice of Maine
Folks.
Mouthy editors have slipped some unkind
words about folks of the anti-nuclear persuasion
into their recent editorials but they’re a little more
careful than they were in 1980 when they used
words like, “crazy, radical, hysterical, irresponsi
ble.” That is no way, they now realize to talk
about roughly 42% of your paying readership.
In the coastal counties, those near the plant, the
“YES” vote was right around 52 percent or a little
higher. People concerned for their own skin? Sure.
But the YES vote also carried in Portland’s “inner

city” sections and large numbers of small rural
towns.
Opinion polls conducted early in 1980 generally
showed that most people (about 75%) didn’t care
for nuclear power. Close to 90% did not want an
other nuclear plant built in Maine, and less than
7% would approve of dumping nuclear waste in
Maine. All figures opposing nuclear anything went
up if the facility in question was to be located
within 10 miles. People with less money were gen
erally more opposed to nuclear power than those
with financial security. People living far from the
plant and people living extremely close (within Vi
mile) said they were least concerned about nuclear
hazards. Of those who said they read one or more
books on the subject of nuclear power, over 90%
said they were concerned about the possibility of
nuclear accidents.

CAN WE LIVE AND GROW WITHOUT IT?
There are studies and counter-studies about the
effects of closing Maine's only atomic power sta
tion. The nuclear referendum committee bought
themselves a study which is as good and likely
better than a similar study done by the state. It
provides a scenario which results in a prediction of
costs increasing less than 2% that's about 80 cents
a month on the average bill.
Skip Thurlow and John Menario, on the
Atomic Power side, say, Mainers can't conserve
much more — we’ve done our best.
Is that true? Well the simple facts say, yes, we
can and no we haven’t. Get this — In the last ten
years Maine’s electrical usage (demand) increased
46% but our state’s population has increased less
than 15% percent. It doesn’t make sense, but it’s
true. In 1972, when the atomic station went on
line, most of us could hardly be called energy con
scious. The fleet mileage on American cars was 1214 mpg. The utilities were offering cash rebates to
encourage the installation of electric heat and
major appliances.
If we had learned nothing about conservation
since 1972 we still could not justify a 46 percent in
crease in electrical consumption on the basis of a
less than 15% increase in population. The differ
ence is about 31% or most of nuclear’s contribu
tion to our energy mix.
Even conservation costs money but much com
pared to even the cheapest electricity (hydro) A
conservation effort, however, would result in 4-20
times as many jobs as the construction and opera
tion of power stations producing an equivalent
amount of energy. Can it be done?
Some individuals, businesses, and institutions
can do better than others.
For example — In a concentrated effort —
— The IBM Corporation cut energy use 40% in its
plants while earning an increase in profit and
providing more jobs.
— Ohio State University retrofitted six buildings
for energy efficiency using 36% less electricity
and 61% less natural gas. Their investment of
$209,000 was paid off in 7.4 months-— with a
continued annual savings of $338,000.
It can, and is being done
On the average, residents of Sweden, Denmark,

REMEMBER
THE FIFTIES
U.S. TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION/PER
CAPITA
-Source D.O.E. Annual Report TO
Congress Vo. II 1978
Million BTU’S
1950 221
1960 244
1965 273
1970 326.1
1973 355
1974 342
1975 331
1976 345
1977 353
1978 357
1979 354
SOPHISTICATED SOCIETIES LEARN TO DO
MORE WITH LESS ENERGY. NOT THE
OTHER WAY AROUND.

and Switzerland use Vi the energy Americans do
and produce a higher per capita gross national
product. The economic standard of living of those
countries exceeds that of much of the United
States, including Maine. Residents do not feel de
prived on their 50% slimmer energy diet.
Confident and proud Americans say, “ If they
can do it, we sure can.”
That is — the simple side of it.
There's more —
Not using energy is not enough. If we are going
to replace nuclear power we should also phase out
as much oil as we can, where to get the extra
energy?
First reuse as much energy of what we have as
possible. That is the meaning of co-generation:
Energy used over and generally applied to making
electricity with process steam. Maine paper mills
which now consume a large portion (some say
25%) of the state’s electricity could cost-effectively
produce their own juice. A 1977 draft report for
the Office of Energy Resources rates their poten
tial at 265 megawatts or 1.6 billion kilowatt hours.
One example of co-gen for apartment buildings,
laundrys, and small manufacturers is embodied in
TOTEM a 131,000 BTU/HR unit by Fiat. The
heart of it is a Fiat engine modified to run on natu
ral gas, wood — gas, or methane. The engine spins
a 15 KW generator and its captured heat will
warm four large apartments or provide hot water
for sixteen. A test run by Brooklyn Union Gas Co.
showed that the unit will pay back its $10,000 price
tag in three to five years. U.S. manufacturers of
similar small-scale co-gen equipment include the
Cummins Engine Company.
S. D. Warren’s new biomass/co-gen (woodwaste)unit at Westbrook is rated 43 megawatts —
ten such units could approximate Maine's share of
Maine Yankee Atomic.
Oil-fired stations are long overdue to be con
verted to U.S. coal which under stringent care can
be burned clean until other alternatives can be
brought on line.
The point is, we don’t need to use nearly as
much as we do and WE CAN REPLACE part or
all of what we have from several different sources.

NATURAL OR
BACKGROUND
RADIATION
VS. REACTOR
EMMISSIONS
You get more radiation from granite, dontcha?
Yes and no — for one thing, what we get from
“background” directly and what we “take in”
with air, water, and food behave a little differently .
Humans have lived with certain levels and
chemical combinations of radioactives for thou
sands of years — Even at that, many experts say,
“background” radiation causes about 10 percent
of all cancers and genetic defects.
Nuclear plants produce several hundred radio
active elements — many not found in nature. Seve
ral are ro u tin ely released. Dr. T heodore
Hauschka, noted geneticist and cancer researcher,
says once particles are inside your body they lay
against the cells and bomb away, “like tiny re
actors.”
Radio-isotopes are collected and concentrated
in nature. For example the flesh of deer and ducks
has been shown to concentrate cesium 137 at 1000
times background level. According to the
U.S.F.D.A. shellfish can concentrate certain ra
dionuclides up to 100,000 times background level.
In 1979, plutonium, a red-flag, man-made element
showed up in mussels near the Pilgram Nuclear
Plant outflow.
Scientists from Heidelberg University recently
issued a study which said we could be underesti
mating biological uptake by a factor of 700 to
3,000.
This is quite a bit more serious than taking a
ride in an airplane or sitting before your television.

OH HELL — TH EY ’RE W ALKING
A R O U N D IN HIROSHIMA,
A R E N ’T THEY?
In a May 1965 Journal of Petroleum Technology
article Edward Teller, father of the H-bomb
and nuclear proponent said, “ In principle, nuclear
reactors are dangerous . . . a powerful nuclear re
actor which has functioned for some time has ra
dioactivity stored in it greatly in excess of that
released from a powerful nuclear bomb. There is
one difference, and this difference makes the nu
clear bomb look like a relatively safe instrument.
In case of an atmospheric nuclear explosion the ra
dioactivity ascends into the stratosphere. Relative
ly small amounts are deposited in the immediate
neighborhood . . . A gently seeping nuclear reactor
can put its radioactive poison under a stable inver
sion layer and concentrate it onto a few hundred
square miles in a truly deadly fashion . . . In my
mind, nuclear reactors do not belong on the face
of the earth. Nuclear reactors belong under
ground.”

COAL! BUT WHAT ABOUT ACID RAIN?
Acid rain it is believed comes in large part from
coal-fired plants emitting sulfur dioxide (SCb) and
other sources emitting nitrous oxide (NOy). Coal
stations also emit enormous quantities of other
pollutants .
(1) It need not be so dirty. Modern systems em
ploying gasified coal, or the fluidized-bed process
with scrubbers are relatively clean. Let's hope so
because the lions share of our country’s electricity
will be generated by coal for decades to come
(2) Oil-fired stations, including those which are
on line when nuclear is not, also emit SO2 and
other pollutants. In some cases they omit more
than that put out by modern coal-stations
(3) An ironic twist is that much of the electricity
used to produce nuclear fuel comes from coal-fired
Ex-Governor Kenneth Curtis says, in a July 15,
1979 Maine Sunday Telegram article, “The people
of Maine should stop listening to privately owned
utilities. They killed Passamaquoddy when FDR
urged it: they killed Dickey-Lincoln; they killed
the idea of buying surplus power from Canada on
Wsm
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stations in the mid-west — source of much of our
acid rain
According to an Atomic Energy Commission
report, by 1972 116 billion kilowatt hours of elec
tricity had been consumed to enrich nuclear fuel.
During the same period only 164 billion kilowatt
hours of electricity had been nuclear generated
(4) Because of carbon dioxide (CO2 ) and a
“greenhouse effect” which could disastrously heat
up the earth’s atmosphere, burning anything,
except perhaps hydrogen, is not a good long-term
solution. At best coal is an effective stop-gap (and
wiser than oil) until solar technologies can go
wholesale
(5) Coal stations do not require an evacuation
plan.
long-term contracts. All those schemes today
could be giving Maine low priced energy . . . New
York state negotiated a 40 year contract to buy
power from Canada at the sarrie time 1 was urging
the idea for Maine. Maine missed the boat.”

ACCIDENTS MORE LIKELY THAN YOU CARE TO THINK
Serious accidents, say the salesmen are as likely
as being struck by a meteor. One in a billion, one
in a million. “We have safety devices piled on
safety devices,” they say.
Safety devices worked at Three Mile Island. To
most people, including the experts, it seemed there
were times it was likely to go all the way. In 1979,
federal reactor safety consultants said, “The
chances of having such an accident occur within
the next year are one in 1250.”
In the 1960's Brookhaven National Laboratory
scientists said “there is a 95% certainty there will
not be more than one nuclear disaster in 500 re
actor years of operation. Sound like a long time? 1
reactor year = 1 reactor operating for 1 year. 10
reactor years = 10 reactors operating for 1 year.
500 reactor years - 200 reactors operating for 21/:
years.
There are now 200 plus reactors on line in the
world. It means, simply, we are overdue for an ac
cident.
In the United States we have just gone through
500 reactor years of operation. In that time we
have had at least three serious accidents that could
be considered close calls. The Fermi Breedor Re
actor — partial meltdown, Browns Ferry — fire
and Three Mile Island — core disintigration. Does
an accident seem a little more likely? The follow
ing is an exact N.R.C. quote about one accident
possibility at Maine Yankee. (May 13, 1982).
“ Recent earthquakes in New Brunswick,
Canada have again focused our attention on
the Maine Yankee input response spectra we
have noted that design input response spec
tra, for operating reactors . . . typically have
a 1 in 1000 to 1 in 10,000 likelihood of being
exceeded per year. We believe that the re
sponse spectrum for Maine Yankee has a
likelihood of being exceeded of about 1 in
100 per year.” For practical purposes, input
response spectra equals ability to withstand an
earthquake.

NO ONE’S EVER
BEEN KILLED
Are you familiar with the play, Hamlet? Death
is administered in a rather unique way. Poison is
poured in a sleeping man’s ear. No marks, no
struggle, no one fed him anything. By the visible
evidence no one was killed. But dead he was.
Nuclear industry spokesmen are correct if they
say, “no one’s ever been killed . . . outright —
fried on the spot. Oh there were a few workers in
an eastern European reactor who were killed by
intensely radioactive steam, but it could have just
as well been clean steam. And there was the Maine
worker whose air hose popped off when he was
deep in the system’s innards. His breath made the
meter jump and his gums bled, but he is still walk
ing and has a compensation suite in against the
company.
Many workers have been over exposed and sta
tistically some of them are to die, but which ones?
If members of the public inexplicably die in
numbers larger than expected experts descend and
cover the.error quicker than a cat covers its scats.
At Three Mile Island a jump in hypo-thyroidism
turned out to be a mistake by the U.S. Bureau of
Statistics. In Maine a jump in leukemia was a sta
tistical fluke. Maybe.
But consider this.
Most of what we know about low-level radia
tion damage is derived from our experience at Hiroshima-Nagasaki. The tentative dose estimates
on the Japanese bombing were finally assembled
and interpreted by physicist John Auxier of Oak
Ridge National Laboratory in 1965. In the last few
years, scientists began to suspect that the radiation
released was made up of less high energy types
than previously estimated. It was calculated that
neutron exposure had to he overestimated by a
factor of 6 to 10. Since human damage remained
the same, scientists concluded that either gamma
rays were more toxic than previously thought or
neutrons were far more damaging than thought.
They asked Auxier for his basic data.
Alas, when Oak Ridge was renovated in 1972
his files and the source of ninety percent of what
we assume about radiation damage to humans . . .
by accident
went to the
shredder.

The 1 in 100 shot illustrated — 100 jelly beans in the jar to choose from — One is potassium cyanide. Would
you take a gamble and eat one or feed one to vour kids if some mild mannered executive offered to give you a
break on your light bill? How about 1000 jelly beans? How about 10,000 jelly beans (vuk)? It is a gamble we
are taking with the coast of Maine. I know . . . you don't like jelly beans.

THE ACCIDENT
June 19, 1979, L. Gossick, Executive Director,
NRC, interprets Reactor Safety Study/WASH
1400, “ . . .worst (very low probability) acci
dent envisioned with no evacuation — as many
as 6,200 early fatalities, 80,000 early illnesses,
40-50,000 additional latent cancers . . . during
subsequent 40-70 years (20% increase in risk)
measurable increase in stillbirths, abortions,
and future genetic increase . . . also serious
losses of biota (all living things) downwind out
to tens of miles, loss of contaminated crops
and animals even further. There is no doubt
that the potential costs of a serious accident in
. .-. human suffering, social dislocation and
economics would be immense. WASH 1400
adds — relocation, 290 square miles — evacua
tion, 3,200 square miles — property damage,
14 billion (1976) dollars.
'

— 1979 NRC N O T IC E ON PO TA SIU M
IODIDE
“Thyroid cancers and fatalities out to 200
miles and beyond”
— WASH 740 FEDERAL REACTOR SAFETY
STUDY: Up to 40.000 fatalities — loss of an
area the size of Pennsylvania.
— Sept. 1979 Report to the President’s Council
on Environmental Quality from the Program
in Nuclear Policy Alternatives — Princeton
University. Full-scale accident — with a pop
ulation of 365,000 in a radius of 100 miles
Land abandoned for a minimum of 40 years 5,300 sq. miles
Agricultural restrictions/initial contamination
175.000 sq. miles
Delayed cancer deaths 550/60,000
60.000 presumes relocation out to 50 miles.
Reduced to 45,000 with relocation out to 100
miles
M
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r—GENETIC DEFECTS ARE REAb

This deformed calf was born just a few miles from Maine Yankee. The owners are 99.9% certain its genetic
defect had nothing to do with the plant. In the event of a large release or an accident they would be less cer
tain.
—

REACTOR
ACCIDENTS MAY
OR MAY NOT
HAPPEN SLOWLY

WASTING MAINE
OR WHERE WILL THEY PUT THE STUFF?
Have you ever heard that a year’s worth of nu
clear waste from a reactor can be put under an
office desk?
Not my desk.
Here’s why —
It will be hot enough to melt tin for several dec
ades. Hot enough to boil water for more than a
century. It also takes 10,000 gallons of nitric acid
to reduce it to that size. The nitric acid also be
comes high-level radioactive waste, often sponta
neously boiling. What to do with it? If anyone
claims to know, they could make a fortune by tell
ing the federal government. In 1978, they had 98,600,000 gallons on hand. If spent fuel were really
reprocessed, between now and the year 2000, over
152 million gallons of high level waste would be
added.
When a reprocessing plant has a breakdown on
some part of its shielded process line, that part is
simply walled off and they build around it. Too
nasty to deal with.
Reprocessing will likely not be done in the fore
seeable future because it is too expensive. That’s
all
So much for office desks.
What does it really look like?
The Wiscasset reactor produces over 30 tons of
spent fuel high level nuclear waste a year. Original
ly they planned to ship it away annually. Recently
Maine Yankee Atomic Company asked the
N.R.C. to allow it to store over 1000 tons until
their license expires in the year 20005.
Of low-level radioactive waste, enough has been
produced in the U.S. to pave a four lane highway
over one foot deep cost to coast. Everything in
cluding reactor parts and radioactive filters is con
sidered low-level waste even though some of it is
lethal on contact.
Plans are underway to permanently dump lowlevel rod-waste in Maine because the federal gov
ernment has washed its hands of responsibility and
decreed it so.
A recent issue of Environews. bulletin of the
Maine Dept, of Environment Protection devoted
five of its eight pages to an optimistic report on the
disposal of all types of radioactive waste, including
spent fuel. Author of the report is an expert on the

The most likely accidents are ones which
happen slowly — similar to Three Mile Island,
however there are a number of scenarios which
would allow no time for warning.
Fracture of an embrittled reactor, such as
Maine Yankee, a hot main steam line break or loss
of a manway cover on the steam generator could
result when coupled with other likely conditions,
in containment rupture within a matter of minutes.
At Three Mile Island, evacuation instructions
were forstalled until conditions became desperate.
In the meanwhile the public was reassured.

MARINE CLAYS
| AND SILTS SUITABLE
' FOR LOW LEVEL RADIOACTIVE
WASTE DUMP SITES
FAVORABLE
25 mi
DUMP SITES
’ Northeast Coalition for Regional Low Level Waste Sites

P o te n tia l
“ R a d io a c tiv e

W a s te D u m p S ite s ”
in M a in e

disposal of nuclear waste in granite hired by one of
the state’s largest engineering firms. The state
Chamber of Commerce also endorsedthe disposal
of spent nuclear fuel in Maine. Best guess from
this quarter is that, unless people act now, Maine
will become the disposal site for both high and low
level rad-waste from New York, Pennsylvania and
the rest of New England. Fairly good transporta
tion, granite, dense marine clay, low-population,
poor economy, and agreeable politicians make it a
target.

How do you suppose tourists would react to a sign
like this

NOTE: Ray Shadis, Editor of T H E F O L K P A P 
E R and author of the supplement,initiated and led

“ Weare the curators ' f life on earth. We hold it
in the palm
o f our
responsibility as spiritual, and moral, feeling
human beings, and not as scientists, to save this
planet.
Dr. Helen Caltlicoit, Wa-hmenm Rallv, Oei. 13, I9'9

THE BOTTOM LINE
Whatever we choose to do, we should assume
the responsibility for it. If we choose to allow the
nuclear reactor to keep running:
(1) We should be properly prepared for emer
gencies
(2) We should decide who is responsible for nu
clear waste. (When the plant was being built
Maine Yankee Atomic Company and the federal
government promised to haul it away annually)
(3) We should openly notify tourists of a re
actor’s presence and post emergency response in
structions in public places
(4) >Ve should attach potassium iodide tablets
and emergency response instructions to every elec
tric meter
(5) We should continue careful and complete
health studies without prejudice or pre-condition

the Nation's first referendum to close an operatio
nal nuclear power station. During the campaign he
debated and held his own with the Westinghouse
hands.AndNuclear
it is our
ultimate
Engineers,
Maine Yankee Engineers and
executives, physicists and a number of other nucle
ar experts. Ray also debated New Hampshire nu
clear professor and nominee-for-governor, John
Sunnunu on ABC's “Good Morning America”
program. As a reporter he has interviewed the na
tion’s foremost figures in nuclear engineering,
health and safety. A nuclear technician at the
Maine Yankee Atomic Power Station vyho has
been with the reactor since its first startup recently
told Ray, “ Frankly, you know more about nuclear
power than I do.”

(6)
We should demand full public access to all
official records and correspondence concerning
nuclear power or radioactive materials in Maine.
If we choose to close the atomic power station
or convert it to other fuel:
(1) We should stand up on our hind legs and
make it absolutely certain that our elected state of
ficials use all the power of their office to work
toward clean, safe, economical alternatives
(2) We should promote Maine as a nuclear-free
haven for those tourists and business leaders who
do not care to be near a nuclear station
(3) We should progressively eliminate purchases
of out of state and Canadian nuclear power from
our energy mix
(4) We should establish Maine as a center for al
ternative energy research and development.
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Another Time & Place *c«*e.a*.
“TH REE IF B Y A IR
Quite by chance I happened to read the
coming events in the Portland Press and saw that
there was to be an air show at the Wiscasset
Airport. In itself, that wouldn’t excite me
enough to leave my work while we had good
weather, but it mentioned that there was to be a
B-25 present.
During my tour with the Armed Forces I
served my time in B-25 Bombers and I haven’t
touched one since 1945. It was an exciting day
when I went over to the airport and talked with
Grover Sprague about my doing an article for the
F O L K P A P E R . I was very surprised to find out
that the woods of Maine are full of people who
flew in these amazing planes. Grover had flown
as co-pilot and told me that he’d introduce me to
the captain, Dean Martin, President of Warplance Inc. out of Middlebury, VT.
Ray Shadis had loaned me his camera and
instructed me in its Operation. When I arrived, I
made arrangements with Mr. Sprague to find a
location at the end of the runway where I could
get her when she came in. I’m afraid that I didn’t
do too well without a telephoto lens but I
snapped her shutter hoping to get some shots.
I’ve often wondered if after all these years,
I’d recognize the sound as I used to. Not to
worry. I heard her long before I saw her and a lot
of fond memories came back in an instant. I had
nearly 1,000 hours as radio operator and 49
missions in combat, over Italy mostly. I had a
chance to fly the plane on a practice bombing
missing following the PDI (Pilots Direction
Indicator) using the Nardon Bombsight. We
scored direct hits on both bomb runs and the
crew said it was “ beginners luck.” Such nonsence. It looked as if the bombadier and the pilot
didn’t make too drastic changes and over
compensate — you had to make a hit. It seemed
that it you were within 15 feet of the target you
had a direct hit.
Somehow I knew that it was easy because I
had been detailed to assist in the practice mock
up on the ground and after the rest of the crew
had tired of practice they asked me if I wanted to
try. They didn’t have to repeat the question. I
climbed up to the pilot’s seat, about 10 or 12 feet
up, and took the controls. We had a motorized
target that could be set for a straight line, circle
or zigzag. It was about eight by eight inches with
a point on one end. There was a paper target with
a bulls eye and the machine would hit the target
with a chalk-like a billiard cue. My first run hit
precisely dead center and, of course, the com
ment was “ beginners luck.” The second run hit
the first mark, about half. The third hit within
the first ring and would have been about ten feet
from dead center. I was having fun because no
one had done anything like this, but the crew got
tired of it and called it a day.

Carroll E . Gray [left] poses with the crew of the Yankee Raider - a restored W .W . II, B-25 Bomber.

T/Sgt. Carrol E . Gray, B-25 crew member, circa 1944.

After the plane had landed, I was in
troduced to the pilot and I asked if I could see
inside her. Of course there were many more with
the same hunger but he told me that after things
quieted down, I could go aboard. Quite a few
changes (my radio was removed) but I saw
another in its familiar place. There was sound
deadening material on the walls and she needed
it. They’re noisy to say the least.

The pilot told us that he was going to fly her
and make a low level bomb run. They loaded a
couple of bags of lime in the bomb bay and
dropped them on the runway. They put on a
good show and Ray remarked that he was glad
the pilot handled the plane as though he was sure
that it wasn’t going to fall apart. I know that I
had a very strong desire to be aboard and I’ll sure
try harder the next time.

23 year pilot Dean Martin gave Wiscasset Air- port fans a good show. Goosing the old plane through
steeply banked turns into some mock low-level bombing runs. Here the plane makes a bombing approach.
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AN ADVOCATE’S VIEW
Chain saw safety season

U SIN G T H E SAW

M A IN T EN A N C E AND S T O R A G E

With winter fast approaching, the lastminute wood harvesters are hard at work laying
in a supply for the wood stove or fireplace. With
the annual rite comes the annual risk. The U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC)
says that over 40,000 persons required hospital
emergency room treatment nationally last year
due to injuries caused by chain saws.
The people at most risk to chain saw injury fall
into two general categories: those who are
novices at chain saw use and the “ old hands” .
The novices are at risk because they are not yet
completely familiar with the operation and
maintenance of the new tool. The “ old hands”
are at risk because they develop a casual attitude
toward the saw and forget basic safety factors.
Both can benefit from reviewing these basic rules
for safe chain saw use.
There are five primary circumstances under
which injuries most often occur:
1. The chain continues to move after the
trigger is released and the victim inadvertently
touches the moving chain.
2. The saw swings downward toward the
body. This occurs most often when the saw is
used at or above waste level.
3. The chain on the top of the bar jams or
binds in the wood and throws or “ kicks” the saw
back at the operator.
4. The operator loses control of the saw.
5. Malfunction of the saw, such as chain
breakage.

—Read the instruction manual carefully
before use and reread it periodically.
—Use a lightweight hand tool to trim small
branches, not a heavy chain saw.
—Place the wood to be cut close to the
ground with the saw held parallel to the ground
so the saw cannot swing downward toward your
body after the cut.
—Keep legs well apart or to one side of the
saw so that it will not hit your legs if it should
kick back.
—Be careful that the moving chain does not
hit the ground, dulling the chain and increasing
the risk of kickback.
—Never touch the hot muffler.
—Never let a saw run unattended. When a
tree starts to fall, shut off the saw.
—When walking with a saw, turn it off and
carry it with the chain pointing backward.
—Start the saw on a firm surface, such as
the ground.
—Keep the chain well lubricated during use
to minimize chain breakage.
—Dress, appropriately with: sturdy shoes,
safety glasses, heavy trousers, and ear plugs. Do
not wear loose-fitting clothes or jewelry that
could catch in the saw.
—Try not to work on slippery wet ground.
—Clear away stones, bark and debris from
the cutting area to avoid kickback.
—Keep electric cords away from the cutting
area.
—Keep children away from the work area
and never allow them to operate a saw.

—Wait until the motor is off, chain stop
ped, and saw unplugged (if electric) before
repairing or cleaning the saw.
—Keep the chain, bar and sprocket clean
and lubricated. Replace worn sprockets or
chains.
—Keep the chain sharp. You can spot a dull
chain when easy-to-cut wood becomes hard and
burn marks appear on the wood.
—Keep the chain at proper tension. Tighten
all nuts, bolts and screws after each use.
—For electric saws, examine the power cord
frequently. Repair or replace if necessary.
—Keep spark plugs and wire connections
tight and clean.
—Store saws in a high up or locked place
. . . away from children. Even a stopped saw can
produce a nasty gash when tiny fingers are drawn
across it.
Follow these tips and have a safe wood
cutting season. For additional information and a
free. CPSC brochure, contact, COMBAT,
CHAIN SAW SAFETY, PO Box 1183, Bangor,
Me. 04401.
Reprinted with permission from the Weekly
Northeast Combat Column, “ Consumer
Forum,” of the Bangor Daily News.

S E L E C T IN G A SAW

F U E L IN G

Look for saws with chain brakes which stop
the chain immediately after power is turned off.
Buy a saw suited to the size timber you expect to
cut. Look for guards over the sprocket and rear
portion of the chain. Make sure an electric saw is
grounded by double insulation or three-pronged
ground plugs. Motor control on an electric saw
should be through a dead man switch that stops
the chain when hand pressure stops. On gasolinepowered saws, the exhaust should be directed
away from the operator.

Fill the tank with gasoline before use and
only refill when the saw has copied. Use the
proper gas/oil mixture. Don’t smoke while
refueling and don’t refuel in an enclosed area or
near a flame source because of the explosive
quality of gas fumes. Wipe up any spills on or
near the saw before starting. Start the saw in a
different location from where it was fueled.
Beware of leakage during operation. Don’t wrap
the rewind starter around your hands. Empty the
saw before storing it for more than a few days.

The Pulling,Plowing,
Hauling, Mowing
Machine
$4,000

For about
, you can have the world’s most
versatile and maneuverable .traction vehicle. And the
QUADRACTOR runs 8 hours on 3 gallons of gas!
It is ideal for woodlot management, general agri
culture, and snow removal. For Sales and Service,
Contact:

&

tom ba
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YES, I want to be a COMBAT member and do
my part to provide Maine consumers with a
strong voice in our own interest. Enclosed is my
annual dues of:
___ $10_____$25____ $50 O ther____________
Name:__________________________________
Street/PO ______________________________
Town:__________________________________

Kenneth Stewart

Old County Road, W aldoboro, Maine 04572,
563-5443.
Finest Kind Saw & Service U.S. Rt. 2

QUADRACTOR

State:
. Zip_
Make checks payable to COMBAT and mail to:
= = = = = COMBAT = = = = =
P.O .BO X 1183
Bangor, Maine 04401
(Tax Deductible)
.
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THE

CHIMNEY SCRUBBER

TM

Y O U R O W N C H IM N E Y S W E E P

RUSS CHRISTENSEN

Permanently installed chimney
cleaning. New Flexible Brush. The
best easiest to use chimney clean
ing equipment.
Write for brochure.

W.T. D O D G E & CO.
U .S . Pat. 4 1 3 8 7 5 8
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M A IN E -M A D E M USIC, TH REE FO R THE R O A D
Three record albums by Maine folk have been
added to our collection and we recommend them to
you for two reasons:
(1) If you buy recordings, it’s kind of nice to have
some produced in your own little portion of the
world which have some relation to life -- both real
life and fantasy in your region. Some music is
uniformly good (no doubt) and universally
distributed and universally slick, kitsch,
commercial- —kind of musical McDonald-burgers.
By contrast, locally-born sounds are a little more
like the Congregational Church Bean Supper.
(2) These particular Maine folk recordings are
interesting and entertaining.
The albums range from folk to Country though
differences tend to get fuzzied if you subscribe to
Pete Seegar’s admonition that, “Folk music is
music that the folks sing.” Run, Eddie Rabbit, run.
These three albums by Maine folk happen to be
The Great Train Race by Dick Curless of Bangor
on the Belmont label, Slidin’ Thru by Wendell
Austin, also of Bangor, on the CRT label, and the
Children of the Sun album by Les Kertz of
Gardiner recorded by Farmer Dan’s Records.
We have no intent of comparing quality, artistry,
or delivery.

The Great Train Race, by Dick Curless, features
some country classics including Night Train to
M em phis and Great Speckled Bird. On the Maine
theme is W intertime in Maine, A ndre the Seal, and
the title song, The Great R ace , a tale of a race to
Hermon Junction ‘twixt truck and train. It is all
rhythm, fun and a moral plug for the brotherhood
of working men.
Pure Dick Curless on the album are His
M ountain and Then I ’ll Get Over You. The Great
Train Race is available wherever C&W is sold.

c M a g i l i f & ’S
C O O K TH IN G S

Children of the Sun is Les Kertz’recording debut
and while the album doesn’t do justice to the
warmth and seduction of his live performances, it is
all good and singable music in the tradition of Pete
Seegar, Odetta and Phil Ochs.
Almost totally irrepressible, Les Kertz
makes/just is friends with everybody whether they
like it or not.
If dancing is not allowed where you are, sit when
you listen to songs of freedom, peace, brothersisterhood and a plea for a clean, green, earth.
It’s for the most part happy, hopeful music with a
message we need to hear one more time.
Not in as many stores as it should be, the album
($7.00 plus 50c postage) may be ordered from
Farmer Dan’s Records, 19 Spruce Street, Gardiner,
Maine, or, it just happens, The Maine Folkpaper,
P.O. Box 76, Edgecomb, ME 04556.

Sid Look, Wendel Austin and the youngest driver,
William “Underdog” Look

Wendel Austin’s Slidin’ Thru is all his own music
except for the H. King trucking lament Lonely
Highway Mansion. Austin celebrates Maine,
working folk, the good earth and the gentle Lord
who made it in what we can only describe as Maine
Country Fashion. Austin has the courage of his
unique personal peceptions, too, as evidenced in the
first two cuts, Slidin ’ Thru and The Youngest Truck
Driver. These two songs honor a fellow we’ve added
to our list of “idols.” He is real, he is sixteen years
old, weighs an easy 2 CWT, and he has one aim in
life; to be a trucker like his dad. To that end he has
his class one license. His name, depending on who is
speaking and taken all together, is William
Fredrick Bimbo Underdog Look.
Now then, Bimbo’s grandmother, Geraldine, co
authored the title song.
Austin’s songs of taters and chainsaws will tease
your composure and knock on what’s left of your
sophistication. If your local C&W outlet doesn’t
stock Slidin’ Thru yet, you can buy a copy from Sid
Look, Inc. Trucking, Jonesport, Maine 04649. LPs
are $5.98, 8-tracks $6.98. Tack on 50 cents postage

B a ^ h ^ T O IS

Les Kurts holds forth at the Common Ground Fair.

THE RURAL WORKER'S CO-OP
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Complete Winemaking/Brewing Equipment & Supplier
“FOR THE DISCERNING FERMENTERS
OF MALTS AND GRAPES”
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Calicoes - Books - Patterns - Templates
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Instruction & Consultation
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C R A G IN A N D W O RKM EN'S CO M PENSATIO N
by Russell B. Christensen

The good of the public or private profit?
That is the question one has to ask in examining
the Cragin proposal to revamp the Maine Work
men’s Compensation law. Whose interests will
be served by the changes he has proposed? Will
these changes serve the interests of small
businessmen, of workers in the factories or the
woods, of the citizens of Maine? Or are these
proposals instead intended to benefit one par
ticular industry in the State of Maine?
In order to understand the possible motive
behind Cragins proposals we need to remember
that Charlie Cragin is a member of one of the
three largest and most prestigious (in terms of
representing power and wealth) law firms in
Maine. We must also remember that for many
years Charlie Cragin was a lobbyist for the most
powerful industry in the state — the pulp and
paper industry through his work in lobbying for
Scott Paper Company. Charlie’s law firm still
represents Scott Paper Company — this is one of
the seven giant corporations that own or control
10 to 12 million of Maine’s 21 million acres. My
contention is • that Charlie is still serving this
industry in its continuing drive to amass even

A bout th e A u th o r--------------------

*
Russ Christensen, Bangor attorney, is a candidate
for judge of probate in Penobscot County and a
frequent commentator on M PBN radio.

more of Maine’s wealth. To this end the paper
corporations want to dismantle the workmen’s
compensation system. Why now should they
begin with the workmen’s compensation law?
To answer this question, we need to
remember that the pulp and paper industry has
consistently tried by a legal fiction to avoid
responsibility for woodsmen’s accidents, even on
their own lands. They have done this by treating
this form of work as piece work and jobbing the
work out to independents who would then be
responsible for any injuries to themselves and to
their employees. This simple process yielded
great returns to the companies: The average wage
scale for Maine woodsmen is 56% less than for
West Coast woodsmen, who earn on the average
$30,000 per annum. It also allowed the industry
to shift th,e financial risk of accidents in the
woods off of the shoulders of the most powerful
and wealthiest corporations in the state and onto
the shoulders of small independent woodcutters
who traditionally have been under financed and
underpaid. Since these independents have so
much machinery they are buying on time, they
cannot afford to anger the paper company or
they will lose it all, so they cut corners. Thus,
even though the law requires that independent
contractors take out insurance on these men,
many of them have been avoiding payments into
the Workmen’s Compensation insurance fund so
they could do other things like repair work on
their equipment. These small independents are
plagued with bankruptcy — another indication
that they are underpaid for their work. Since the
industry pushed this work off onto the in
dependents, they are responsible for the resulting
high rate of accidents in the woods. The piece
work mechanism leads to high rates of speed up
— making the working man accelerate all the
time, causing many, many accidents. If these
same lumbermen were mployees, they would be
protected from this speed up by union contracts.
In 1982 the Maine Supreme Court made an
important ruling in the Timberlake Case (438A
2nd 1294). In this case the court ruled that a
jobber who had hired a theoretically “ in
dependent” pulp truck driver was required to
pay the insurance premium on such a worker.
The industry now realized that if, under this
ruling one of their jobbers could be reached, then
the court was taking the logical steps to reach the
responsible party and that they were vulnerable.
The industry perked up and came alive. Work in
the woods results in a higher rate of accidents per
man hour than does any other form of industrial
work in the state. Therefore, if they can be
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reached and the corporate fiction can be pierced,
they face the prospect of paying higher insurance
rates then any other industry. So the paper
companies have more to gain from a weakening
of the Workermen’s Compensation law.
However, the pulp and paper industry
doesn’t dare come right out and advocate a
weakening of the Workmen’s Comp. law. This is
so. because this industry is vulnerable to the chief
argument that is used to keep Maine wages low
— very low in respect to the rest of the nation.
For thirty years at least industries have
threatened to abandon Maine if their labor costs
should increase. The paper companies cnnot
make that argument unless they are willing to
abandon their raw materials located here in
Maine, which so far they are not. Thus the paper
companies would rather it appear that this
request for revamping this law should come from
other industries — for example the shoe industry
and thus do the dirty work for them. The shoe
industry is marginal, and many have taken their
U.S. capital and reinvested in Tawian and other
such 3rd world countries where they pay their
workers practically nothing and give no benefits.
The threats of the shoe industry must be taken
seriously under our present system, this system
allows industries to flee, taking with them the
capital accumulated her and using this capital to
start anew in the underdeveloped world, ship
their finished product back here and realize
enormous profits because of the wage and
benefits differential.
The solution to this delemma is not to take
back what the worker has earned and to lower
our standard of living even more. Rather the
solution is to put a stop to flights of capital. The
solution to this problem is to find new processes
and mechanisms for* investment withon our
cummunities, so that these decisions can be made
democratically, and so that these decisions will
be based on the needs of the community, not on
the insatiable appetite for profit of the corporate
elites.
The trickle down theory is bankrupt. It is
foolish to hope that we will solve our economic
problems by seeking new ways to allow the rich
to get even richer in the hopes that that will
stimulate them to invest here in Maine. Every
day our newspapers reveal that they are not
doing that — rather they are using profits from
one corporation to merge other corporations and
thus to continue the concentration of wealth
already a disease of gigantic proportions in our
society.
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EARTHLING
Friends o f the Earth

The King Can Do No Wrong
Toward the Unknown
The Maine Tort Claims Act has its origins in
the ancient concept that the King could do not
wrong, therefore, could not be held liable for
injuries caused by the King’s actions. This tort
immunity was applied to state, local and federal
governments and, over the years, has been
enacted in various forms into statutory law. In
Maine, the Tort Claims Act, which applies to all
governmental entities and quasi-governmental
entities, shields the state from liability for many
of its actions.
There are some exceptions to this immunity
from liability. One such exception is that the
State would be liable for injuries caused by the
negligent, sudden and accidental discharge of
toxic and other harmful materials onto the land,
the atmosphere or water. The injured person
would have to prove that the spray release was
negligent, sudden and accidental (and that the
State caused it). It would probably be very
difficult to prove all those items.
Maine Friends of the Earth along with some
interested individuals were concerned over the
state government’s deep involvement in certain
extremely dangerous activities such as the Spruce
Budworm Spray Program and the roadside spray
programs where there is a risk of harm to in
dividuals and the environment. The State has
been careful in its contracts with private
sprayers, to place liability on the contractor for
“ damages caused by releases of insecticide in a
negligent, careless or violative manner.” (1982
Specifications, Terms and Conditions for Fixed
Wing Aerial Forest Spraying in Maine). The
contracts require the sprayer to provide and keep
liability insurance according to Maine law.
However, the State itself has a great deal of
responsibility under these spray programs. Is it
fair, to the people and environment of Maine,

for the State to be so heavily involved in these
dangerous activities yet to be so well shielded
from liability?
In 1980, Maine Friends of the Earth, with
the help of Representative Richard Davies (DOrono), introduced legislation that would have
amended the Tort Claims Act by removing the
requirement of proving “ sudden and ac
cidental.”
Maine FOE felt that if the State was in
volved in these particularly hazardous un
dertakings it should be more responsible for any
injuries it caused. (The requirement of proving
negligence would have remained). The legislation
never emerged from committee. Opposition to
the legislation centered around the increased
insurance costs the State might have to pay.
Follow-up research on other states’ tort
immunity laws revealed diverse approaches,
some renouncing their immunity to a large
degree (New York) and others with immunity as
the rule (California). Interestingly, some state
courts have applied much greater liability than
set forth in their tort immunity statutes. Even
more interesting is the apparent trend for courts
to apply a high standard of care to states who
engage in very dangerous activities. One thing is
clear, Maine would not be alone if it moved
toward accepting more liability for risky ac
tivities it selected to carry out.
Maine FOE hopes to continue to work on
this topic with an eye towards holding a meeting
in late 1982 or early ’83 to determine to what
extent people and the environment in Maine are
suffering from Maine’s tort immunity shield.
Please send ideas, information, suggestions to
Maine FOE.
Research by Karin Tilberg
arid Ann Surprenant

SELF-SOLAR ENTERPRISES
All wood joined with waterproof glue and sealed with silicone.

Terra-lite high efficiency all copper absorber plate:
Selective surface coating absorbs
and then holds the heat.

I urge you not to be afraid, with our trusty
native guide, rifle, map, and Boy Scout compass
we will conquer the unknown, ascend the
heights, wade through the swamps, and stagger
through the endless deserts of the bureaucracy.
I have before me a government form, which,
before midnight, I must fill out and post. I have
no fear. I have lived a good life, and have a
reasonably clear conscience. Though I walk
through the valley of Public Law 92-679, Section
7 (B) Paragraph 12, Sub-Section 24, Line 88, and
if I err in filling out this form I might spend the
next 30 Christmas’s in Leavenworth, I am going
to do it.
The first page looks like a crossword puzzle.
I do know my name and address, and sur
prisingly enough they do leave me room enough
for my name, although, of course, not enough
room for the address. I do know a reasonable
enough facsimile of my Social Security number.
Here we have a four letter word meaning TITLE.
The only four letter words I know meaning title
are king, pope, duke or lord, although that is
probably not what they mean.
The next page curtly tells me to list all my
awards, fellowships, extracurricular activities in
civic affairs. Well, I whine mentally, we never
had all that stuff while I was growing up, but
seeing as they did ask I put down,
PTA cupcake maker
Seller of those horrible pink peanut-butter
filled Peach Blossoms for the Band Boosters
Next we come did I ever commit any crime,
the gist of the paragraph seems to say, if they
occurred when I was under 18, I’m home free.
Resisting an impulse to put down that I par
ticipated in the St. Valentines Day Massacre, but
was under age at the time, I move on to . . .
“ Have you ever been fired before you
quit?” Hah, government, that’s for me to know
and you to find out.
Now they want to know if I ever forfeited
collateral and had been convicted? I do know
what that means, I think, did I ever jump bail.
Why don’t they ever say what they mean?
After 4 cups of coffee, 3 aspirin, and a
session of self-hypnosis, I do finish, and mail it
off.
Thank Heaven there’s no test involved in
this. I did take one, and was mailed a small
booklet a month later. It took me a half-hour to
figure out I flunked.

V______________________________________ J

!Rigid high R value insulation on back and sides:

WMvf

Frames of Port Orford marine cedar: Insulating, long lasting, beautiful.
All brass screws.
All screws are bees wax coated.

Efficient, Reliable, Simple
Finished 4x8 collector $390
Price after tax credits $187.20
Collector kit $295
Price after tax credits $141.60

P O S T A L IN STA N T P R E S S
The SSE-28, designed with Maine's harsh climate and frugal residents in mind.
S E L F - S O L A R E N T E R P R IS E S
784-4428

S O L A R H O T W A T E R S P E C IA L IS T S
28 Bates St., Lewiston
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The “While - U - Wait ” Printers

.'

195 Main Street
Lewistort, Maine 04240
784-5767
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THE PO LITIC AL M A D O N N A

According to their traditions, millions of the
world’s Catholics set the month of October apart to
honor Mary, the Mother of Jesus.
Rosaries, a medieval meditation prayer, will be
told and Novenas, nine-day rounds of devotions,
will be made from Canada to Argentina and across
Europe, Asia, and Africa.
This is nothing new.
What is new and interesting to religious and
political observers in the West and in the Soviet
Union is the apparent growth of devotion to the
Virgin as an accepted part of radical, liberation,
and human rights movements classically hostile to
established religion and the Church.
The poor peasants of Latin America, Polish coal
miners and steelworkers, and Mexican American
migrant farm workers, however, take their attach
ment to the Madonna in various manifestations as
part of their culture or part of their identity and a
symbol of resistance to the material values of both
Communism and Capitalism.
Catholic intellectuals, who in some quarters have
tried to downplay Mary’s role in Church practices
for ecumenical purposes, are frankly out of step
with the resurgence.
In Poland, for example, where the Church has
been a focal point at once of co-existence and resistence to a Soviet maintained regime, the
Madonna in the image of “Our Lady of
Czestochowa” has become a symbol of an ancient
culture that plans to outlive the Soviet Union.
Much popular devotion centers around the belief
that the Virgin has appeared to communicate with
believers in relatively recent times. Several such
appearances or aparitions are sanctioned, but not
required, beliefs by the official Church.
Appropriately enough, the most popular
apparitions do not involve top government figures,
the wealthy or royalty; instead, the Virgin is
believed tahave appeared to poor -- simple people - in several cases, children.
In each case, believers say, some message has
been delivered, usually a call to prayer and repentence.
One of the most recent and widely known
apparitions is dated during WWI at Fatima,
Portugal and contributed through popular senti
ment to the fall of that country’s leftist and anti
clerical government. The basic message from
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Our Lady of Czestochowa — ancient Polish icon, is
displayed on badges frequently worn by Lech
Walesa and other Solidarity leaders.

Fatima was that prayer was necessary to overcome
the evils that mankind was creating, including a
predicted second and third world war. A
confounding of the powerful and hope for the
powerless. Small wonder, the Virgin Mother’s
,appeal to people whose world rarely has a clean or
sympathetic portion.
Whether or not the new strength rising in popular
religion, among Islamic, African, Asian, and native
traditions as well as Christianity, is a lasting
phenomenon remains to be seen. For the present, it
is very much a consideration on the Third World
political scene.
Images of the Madonna are conspicuous in
government offices in Nicarougua, among guerilla
forces in El Salvador, with Cesar Chevez’ United
Farm Workers and on the lapels of Polish
Solidarity Movement leaders.

Easy to do and fun for kids and grown-ups -woodland terrariums are a good aid to
remembering that the world is green but for all that
biting cold and drifting snow.
And what is a terrarium? A terrarium is to earth
what an aquarium is to water -- a kind of magical,
protected, quiet world in glass.
Terrariums can be made of any clear glass
container -- plain and pretty -- brandy class,
fishbowl, or bottle. Small woodland plants are its
inhabitants -- winter green, tiny ferns, partridge
berry, trailing arbutus, mosses, creeping
snowberry, gold thread. They are planted in soil,
from the place they were collected, over a layer of
coarse sand or aquarium gravel.
Once the soil is lightly tamped around the plants,
the whole is gently and evenly moistened with a
mist/spray bottle.
Not to soak it!
To cover or not to cover depends on a number of
factors, but mainly how often you want to water.
You can sort of moisture tune a closed container
for the number of plants, the amount of soil and the
volume of air it contains. You moisten, then cover.
Moisture condenses on the inside surface of the
glass and fogs it. It should clear up after a while and
return only when it’s cool at night, for example.
That’s the terrarium’s micro-weather system —
think earth and clouds.
But if heavy condensation hangs on, open the
cover for a half hour or so and continue to do so
each day until your “weather” pattern stabilizes.
Then leave it covered. Once properly tuned, a
closed terrarium can go months without attention.
Open terrariums need watering from time to time
—moist only —not wet.
Open or closed terrariums tend to moderate the
effects of rapid changes in room temperature and
humidity (curtains for your average house plant!)
so that even relatively delicate plants thrive.
The plans need some bright light or a place in a
north window but not to park them in the sun
because they will cook in surprizingly short order.
That about covers the heavy duty technical
aspects.
Enter art.
Some terrariums (terraria?) look like a jar full of
dirt and greens. Some look like a new and miniature
world at dawn — care-neatness-arrangement
variety.
Oh, yes —northern plants require a winter’s nap,
or dormant period and they are staying awake just
for you. They won’t do it for more than a year
without several months’ rst in a cool place. Perhaps
you can manage a relief shift.
One Maine woman we know of boosted her
income and kept her cat in kibbles by hauling a
station wagon-load of these Edens en Vitrio to
Boston in the dead of winter. Office workers home
bound from the concrete ciffs parted enthusias
tically with their cash when they saw the livelier
Northwoods green in glass.

T xilii% ary Herbs*
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United vS®ciety^OLShakers]

DEAL ER I NQUI RIES INVITED

Satbafhday Lake, Main* 04274*
926-4392
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Accent on Maine's Colleges

AMERICAN DOMESTIC
PROPAGANDA ON DISPLAY
AT BOWDOIN LIBRARY

University of New England
BIDDEFORD - The Universtiy of New
England’s involvement in Maine reaches beyond
the classrooms of its Biddeford campus. The
University’s students and faculty work togehter
with area
schools, health and human service
programs and environmental groups in ways that
expand the students’ knowledge and add to the
lives of Maine residents.
For example on the undergraduate level, UNE
students majoring in Human Services have
worked in local nursing homes and with
programs designed to keep delinquent teen-agers
in school and out of trouble.
Environmental studies conducted by Live
Science majors monitor a variety of birds, fish,
plants and marine organisms in the area
surrounding the campus, located at the mouth of
the Saco River.
Interest in Maine’s environment is not limited
to UNE students. Dr. Owen Grumbling, an
assistant professor in the University’s Division of
Liberal Learning, serves as a member of the
Board of the Natural Resources Council of
Maine, representing environmental groups in
York County.
The University also provides some educational
opportunites often not found anywhere else in
Maine.
The University’s College of Health Sciences
offers the only program in physical therapy and
occupational therapy available in the state.
One local woman benefits from the Univer
sity’s pre-pharmacy arrangement with the
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Allied
Health Sciences in Boston.
Anxious to pursue a career in pharmacy by
uneasy about the adjustment of moving to a
major metropolitan area, she will take the first
two years of pre-pharmacy - medical biology at
UNE.
Completing those two years with a minimum
grade point average of 3.0 gurantees her a place
in the third year of the five-year B.S. in Phar
macy at the Boston School.
The University also offers certification
programs in Secondary Education and Special
Education for college graduates.
York County high school seniors may take one
course per semester at no cost. The intent of the
program is to give high school students an op
portunity to become familiar with a college
environment.
Students receiving at least a B in the courses
may transfer their grades when they enroll in
college. Should the student decide to enroll at the
University, the grade will be accepted but, say
University officials, the emphasis is not

recruiting.
The University program of continuing
education courses are scheduled in the evenings
to accomadate working people.
UNE’s College of Health Sciences currently
offers courses that allow diploma nurses to earn
a B.S.N. - a program that has won priase from
students who oftern work a minimum of eight
hours before coming to evening classes.
The University’s strong commitment to unique
educational opportunites and to community
service may be best shown in its College of
Osteopathic Medicine (NECOM), the only
medical school in Maine and the only osteopathic
medical school in New England.
Working under the supervision of volunteer
clinical faculty physicians, student physicians
from NECOM provided physical examinations
and vision and hearing screenings to public
school students, in Kennebunk, Wells and Old
Orchard Beach.
NECOM student physicians routinely work
with the York County' Family Planning
Association, Biddeford Venereal Disease Center
and York County Health Services.
Earlier this year, the University’s Health
Center established a free prenatal clinic for teen
agers.
University spokesmen say such involvement in
community health programs could take on even
greater signifiance as social programs and public
schools seek ways to absorb budget cuts.

BRUNSWICK, ME — “American Domestic
Propaganda during the World Wars,” an
exhibition of posters and pamphlets used to
influence public sentiment at home during wartime,
is on display in the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library
at Bowdoin College.
Open to the public without charge, the show will
continue through Dec. 31. Library hours are from
8:30 a.m. to midnight every day except Sunday,
when the library opens at 10 a.m.
During both World Wars great emphasis was
placed on the need to mobilize the nation behind
the war effort. This work was meant to encourage
financial, conservational, and industrial
cooperation between the official and private
sectors. This exhibit features posters, brochures,
and excerpts from popular magazines which urged
the American public to buy bonds, conserve food
and fuel, donate blood, and support the war effort
in every possible way.

Orphan
Annies
Clothing and accessories
from 1890’s to 1960’s
Jewelry from all periods Collectibles

96 Court St, Auburn
782-0638

What you can do
about
Radon G as contamination
in your
water supply!
What is Radon G a s ?
Studies have shown that
some wells contain toxic gas
that is released when water
leaves any faucet in your
home or office.
The Good News!
Your water can be tested for
Radon Gas content. Should it
contain this substance, the
Peter Allen Water Company
will give you a free estimate
on the installation of a
filtering device which will
remove up to 99% of the
Radon to 144,000 pci/L.
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To find out more about
State
Radon Gas contamination in
your water supply send in the}^ j ^ W x ) n e
coupon for free information.

Call or write today!

Peter Allen Water Co.

RFD 1, Box 337 / Raymond, Maine 04071 / (207) 655-3806
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Agent for Gallant’s Artesian Well Co.
Nordic Pump/A division of Peter Allen Water Co.
Certified well driller and pump installer.
Complete service on ground water source problems.
Water filters and pumps/wells/pump repair and service.
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Animals
FOR SALE — DEXTER COW(S) — terrific all-purpose
cow. Probaby bred (been with bull all summer!). Perfect
for the small farm. For sale or possible trade for good
hay. 882-7801.
RETIRED RACING GREYHOUNDS. Free to
loving, responsible homes. Quiet, affectionate
animals. John *& Walter Furbush 582-7284, West
Gardiner.
FAMILY MILKING COW — Must sell or trade. Sixyear old black Holstein/Charolais cross. Very gentle.
Healthy. Excellent producer; drops beautiful calves.
Loves people. Family pet. Cheap to good home. 1-7372895.
KID GOATS - American Nubian Does, 3 months old;
disbutted, had shots. Longman Line, Sire and Dam
ADGA registered and Dam DHIA tested. Must Sell!
Asking $70. 622-4317. Chelsea (very near Augusta).
BORZOI - Russian Wolfhound puppies. Beautiful
gentle pets. All colors. Show quality also. 518-2834710 eve.
ANIMALS FOR SALE ($100) or STUD ($10).
Karakul X Hampshire Ram. Consistantly throws
black lambs. Three year old, good natured, beautiful
fleece. Helen York, Wilson District Rd., Harrington,
or call 483-4016.
GOATS - Nubian and Toggenberg does from good
milk bloodlines. Also five year old French Alpine doe.
Priced reasonably. Will barter for good hay, cedar
posts, horse harness, etc. 737-2938.
Goselings $3.50; Ducklings, several breeds $2.00;
Guinea Keets $1.50 call 724-3517.
Mohair from Angora goats, $3.00 per lb. Angora goat
kids wethers for pets and clip hair, $75.00 each.
Nubian buck kids, bottle-fed: 1 black with white
spots, purebred; 3 other buck kids. Cascade Valley
Ranch, R. Dolan, P.O. Box 326 or Rt. 43, Allen’s
Mills Rd., Farmington, ME 04938. No phone.
FOR SALE: Pedigreed New Zealand rabbits. Several
good quality breeding age bucks available, also a few
young does. Call Turner, 225-2463, to reserve yours
now. Ask for Cindy.

Miscellaneous

!

FOR 23 STORIES and 2 poems of a hobo’s life send
$6.95 1 tax and postage (total of $7) to Fishbones,
Corinna, ME. 04928.
Steel Buildings for Sale - CHEAP FOR CASH - Call
Hercules Steel 1-800-432-1779 ext. 146 or (207) 7284619 collect.
HANDCARVED SPOONS - Send .20c stamp for free
catalog - Middle-Earth, Box 1-3A, Frankfort, ME.
04438. 207-223-8830.
JFK ASSASSINATION. Annotated bibliography.
Over 60 titles. Some rare $5.00 firm. K. McShane, Box
241, New Sharon, ME. 04955.
ELECTRIC POTTERY KILN: 17” x l7 ” chamber,
needs a coil. $25. Also tools, glazes, cones, etc.
Negotiable. Call 422-6718.
WILL SELL OR TRADE Porcupine Quill Decorated
Birch Bark Baskets, make a decoy or makok, stone
age type knife or walking stick. PORCUPINE,
TROY, ME. 04987. 948-2594.

60 QT. MIXER, ancient but runs good. $600. Garland
Hotel Cook Stove $500. Call 342-9685.
JOHN DEERE Mod60, 48h.p. tractor “like new.”
Hydrolics, live PTO, new clutch and brakes. Plows,
transplanter, vegetable planter, cultivators, etc.
available. $2900 or best offer. Call Mark, S. China,
evenings 445-2267.
PSST...Need a Fix?
We repair and sell small engines and related machinery fast.
Our 7 mechanics, large parts inventory and special tools
provide quality fixes that last for your mower, tiller,
snowblower, chainsaw, tractor, steam roller, etc. Pick-up
and delivery available.
. BATH
INDUSTRIAL SALES, New Meadows Road, W. Bath
443-9754.

BAKER double barrell shotgun “ Batavia Special” 12
gauge - collectors item. $200 or B.O. Jewelers Lathe Antique, Bronze: best offer. 882-7801.
FOR SALE — Small childs pony saddle. $45. Call 8826660 or write Box 354A, N. Edgecomb, ME 04556.

Vehicles

WOOD COOKSTOVE - “ Quaker Social” Simple and
pretty. Nice condition. $550. Call Portland 772-8812.

TOYOTA TERCEL, 1981, silver 4-door, front wheel
drive, 24,000 miles. Snowtires, $5200. . . “ Creampuff” Anne Kinney, Canton. 597-3811.

FOR SALE: Stainless steel 5 gal. cans. .50 each in lots
of ten. For a limited time. Irvin P. Mobre, Carmel. 8483775.

1959 CHEV. EL CAMINO - Perfect boyd, engine.
From Oklahoma. Runs great. Used daily. Aking $2500
or trade for welder/generator, tools, dune buggy and
cash. Call between 6-10 pm. 596-0400.

Six harness loom. Made in the 1940’s and constructed
out of maple. It is in excellent condition. Asking
$225.00. Call Whitefield, 549-7361.
FREE HOT WATER! Build your own Solar Water
Heater from stock, used parts. Save $$$! New design,
but hundreds in use. We guide you every step! How To
Report* construction details, $1.00. Money Back
Guarantee. SUNSOURCE ENERGY SYSTEMS OF
MAINE, P.O. Box 3054-F, Brewer, ME 04412.
The Maine Statewide Newsletter (INVERT) has
monthly news of progressive and social change groups
and events. Write for a free sample copy to INVERT,
RFD 1, Newport, Maine 04953 - 938-2219.

WE BUY and sell used TV sets - mostly RCA and
Zenith. Irvin P. Moore, Carmel. 848-3775. _______

11.2 x 28 TRACTOR TIRE. Used 4Vi hours. $125 or
make an offer.

“ Motorized House” Converted GMC School Bus
newly rebuilt. 305 V6 engine and 4 speed transmission.
9 mpg highway. West Coast bus, no rot, runs great.
“ You go to Florida, we’re staying in Maine!” $1950.
See at Mt. Desert Narrows Campground, Rt. 3, Bar
Harbor, Maine, or write Cunha, P. O. Box 548, Bar
Harbor, Maine 04609.
Trailers: new, used, parts, repairs, built to order. Any
size. Several types in stqck. Bath Industrial Sales. W.
Bath. 443-9755._________________________________
1978 Mazda truck, 5 speed, excellent condition. $2500.
882-6062.
1967 Ford Mustang Hardtop - 6 cyl.? auto, sweet body
for her age a little loose in the sltanks. Restorable.
800.00 or trade. 882-7801.

ACE WELL SERVICE me
Rotary Drilling
B ack R iver R oad

AUTO SU P PLY

FOR SALE: 1975 Dodge B-200 Window Van. $500 or
besi offer 963-7771. William H. Thayer, Box 520,
(.ouidsboro, ME 04607.

168 PLEASANT STREET
ROUTE 1
BRUNSWICK. MAINE
(207) 729-4418/729-9337

1981 Dodge Omni Miser, 4-speed, 4-door hatchback,
26,000 miles, 40 mpg, $3995.00. Barnes, P.O. Box
725, Baileyville 427-6071.
% M I>

B oothbay
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we help keep America moving
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1976 JEEP Wagoneer “ Quadra-Trac” ps, pb,
automatic transmission, air conditioned, never been
plowed. $3,000. 563-5139.__________________ _

- T h e M a in e F o lk p a p e r
C A L L U S T O A SK A B O U T
OUR F R E E A R T WORK
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Music
MUSIC: Bagpipe wnated by beginning player. Call
781-4775 or write H. Korda, 76 Johnson Rd.,
Falmouth 04105.

>• W A N T E D

Personals
PROFESSIONAL woman artist with two teenagers
wishes to share her farm (Bath area) with other person
in similar situation. Call 443-2741.

MUSIC - 343 records (113 Albums, 230 45’s). 1960’s,
1970’s, $95 for the lot. Write: Box 108, Smyrna Mills,
ME 04780.

EXPERIENCED WOMAN carpenter seeks assistant
or apprentice position doing fine woodworking/eabinetry. Preferably So. Maine. Call 2829144 anytime or write 5 King Ave., Saco, Me. 04072.

MUSIC - 343 Records (133 Albums, 230 45’s) 1960’s,
1970’s. $95.00 for the lot. Write: Box 108, Smyrna
Mills, Maine 04780

MAINE EDUCATORS FOR SOCIAL RESPON
SIBILITY. Meeting: Wed., Oct. 13, 7 pm, Moot
courtroom, USM Law School, Portland. Agenda:
Nat’l Day of Dialogue on the arms race on Oct. 25.
Open.

Eight Elvis Presley albums. Original RCA. Good to
mint condition. $25.00 takes all. Terry Shortt, 245 3rd
St., Bangor, ME 04401.
If you write gospel songs and want to share them
with others through any means contact me.
Gospel Music Ministry “ On The Road for Jesus
Christ.’’ Wendell Austin, 23 Davis St., Bangor,
Maine 04401 (207)942-5030.______________________
BANJO for sale: 5-string with resonator. Excellent
condition. $80. Call Eric at 667-2016.
K)R SALE: Oscar Schmidt Centurion Series
\uioharp. Electric and Acoustic 21-chord. Excellent
condition! Only 9 months old. Original price $295.
Asking $225 with case firm! Dennis 772-7194 after 6

E.R.A. may be temporarily dormant but women’s
history and research goes on. Main St., Wiscasset.
Call Ramona Barth. 586-5051.
Person or persons to share old farm house on lake.
Rent $100 per month plus shared work. Wood heat,
non smokers preferred. In Wayne. Days 784-4428,
nights 685-4166.

Musically inclined people to play/sing bluegrass,
folk/blues — whatever for pleasure; within reasonable
range of Augusta. Also need dulcimer player to help
me with mine. Call Beth. 582-1824.

Early 30’s couple seeking community life and or
helpmate positions(s) on farm, campsite, etc. Full
time position. Not capitalists so pay need not be much.
Your living quarters or our camper. Vegs., back to
landers. Have something? Contact J. Indominico,
k l l ) 2 , Box 423, Ellsworth, ME 04605._____________
Would like information, literature, pictures, etc.
about Indians.I have started a collection. I am very
interested in the lives of Indians. Mrs. Joyce I. Pinnette, Box 180, Lisbon Falls, Me. 04252.______________
Retired lady, good health to share country home with
retired professional lady, good health. Both share
work, no money involved. Belgrade, 10 Miles from
center of Augusta. References exchanged. 495-3897.

UPRIGHT PIANO in good condition, suitable for
beginner. The older the better. Call 882-6634 before 4
p.m. weekdays, anytime on weekend.

Native Mainer, veg. woman, 30 interested in
corresponding with people who are still into the “ back
to the land’’ trip. Write: Ms. Louise, Eversong,
Brooks, ME 04921.

p.m.__________________________ ___________________

1 OR SALE: Guitarists. Four Electro-Voice 12L
Senes II speakers. Two years old. Very good con

dition. Original price $145 each. Asking $100 firm.
Will sell in pairs. Dennis 772-7194.

WANTED — Folksongs — Any of you older folks, if
you have any folksongs or recitations or stories you
remember, please call me collect or write. Your
younger generations need your muse. Kevin McElroy,
11C Page St., Brunswick 04011 T d. 725-6902.

Real Estate
FOR SALE — Beddington, Maine. New passive solar
design home, attached garage, drilled well, wood heat on
20.6 acre? with organic gardens (fruit trees, strawberries,
raspberries, plus 9A commercial blueberries, 10A
woodlot). $52,000. Will sell house & 2 acres separately for
$43,000. Owner financing a possibility. (207) 638-2663.
Call anytime, keep trying.
| state - Unusual Mobile Home Site. All new
-quipment on private two-acre site. Near schools,
;hurches, recreation area and lake. A perfect place for
pleasure or a business. Louise E. Swanton, P.O. Box
144. Dexter, ME 04930.
FARM - North Edgecomb. 100 acres more or less with
or without separate parcel 29 acres. Mostly wooded,
»ood garden space - fruit trees - brook, spring fed
.vater system. Price negotiable, will swap for coastal
/alue east of Camden. 882-7801, P. O. Box 76,
Edgecomb, Me 04456.
A + w/Camp. Prime deer country. 45 min. to
Sugarloaf. Owner financing $16,000.00 New
Sharon 778-9681.
__ ___________
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FOR SALE — 29 beautiful secluded acres, right-of-way
access, off Cross Point Road, Edgecomb. 3 miles from
Rt. !, 12 miles from Boothbay Harbor. Very reasonable.
Phone (207) 882-7801.

oh, maine folkpaper, would you believe that we
have the camera repairman here, two customers
(one came while the septic tank was being pumped
out) and then the dog got into septic tank crap and
waltzed right through office, reeking and stinking
and dripping nasty residue all over; and lord, lord!)
type & design's late-night strutter's ball...!

FREE
with coupon below

W ANTED

Miscellaneous,
WANTED — by collector: Old books, photographs,
manuscripts concerning the early history of Maine and
New Hampshire. Also wanted - interesting and unusual
American Indian art and artifacts, such as baskets, rugs,
blankets, carvings, pottery, beadwork, etc. Please include
detailed description (photo if possible) and price. I also
collect paintings depicting rural New England scenes and
Indian subjects. All offers will be answered. Michael
Canney, P.O. Box 350, Alfred, Maine 04002. 207-3246292.
WANTED — Christmas trees, pulp tops, pasture grown cash according to height - 30 mile radius of Skowhegan.
Call before Oct. 15. 474-2183.
WANTED — PARTNERS IN LAND STEWARD
SHIP, COASTAL EASTERN MAINE. We have 32
acres of mostly wooded land in southern Washington
County, Maine, and would ike to establish a partnership
with one or more people for the organic management of
this land. The land is lovely and fertile (it is an old farm).
It is located 13A miles from salt water, 2 miles from a fine
town, and fronts on a major highway. Behind our land
lies some 25 square miles of uninhabited wildland. We
have animals and gardens, and our long-range plans are
for small scale organic farming. We manage our woods
for firewood, wildlife and other purposes.
We will sell a “partnership”, after a suitable period of
getting to know you, which will include legally
guaranteed lifetime rights to homesite, garden space, and
firewood, for $3,000 and our commitment to helping us
care for the land. Year-round or part-year arrangements
are acceptable. Families encouraged; we have girls 9 and
12. Besides our land we are involved in writing and social
change work. Write Larry Lack, R.D. 1, Box 304,
Milbridge, ME 04658 or call (207) 546-7293.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED
For Old Reliable Now Multi-Level Company. For
info. Send $1.00 and a SASE To: 3-W ENTERSPRISES R.F.D. 1, Kennebunk, Maine 04043
Wanted to buy: Plumbing tools,. Pascal Moore, 179
Mayo Rd., Hampdin, Maine 04444. Telephone 8623097.
Any lovers of BABA MUKTANANDA and SIDDHA
YOGA in Bangor-Orono area? Call 866-3551 for
weekly satsangs.
WANTED: Windmill parts for 32V windmill for non
profit group. SEADS, RD1, Harrington, Me 04643.
IT ip us teach others.
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